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A bstract
This thesis describes first-principles simulation work undertaken by the 
author to understand the thermodynamic and elastic properties of iron at 
the high temperatures and pressures of the Earth’s inner core, and how these 
properties inform our understanding of the inner core, as observed by seismic 
measurements. In particular, I address the observation that compressional 
elastic waves travelling parallel to the polar axis traverse the inner core some 
3-4% more quickly than waves travelling in the equatorial plane.
The Earth’s inner core is a solid ball of iron, alloyed with small amounts 
of nickel and light elements. The temperature at the boundary with the 
liquid outer core is approximately 5600 K, and the pressure 330 GPa. The 
high-pressure, high-temperature phase digram of iron is complex; however 
it is widely believed that iron has either a bcc or an hep structure in the 
core.
Here I focus on hep iron. I first investigate and repeat a number of previ­
ous calculations of the thermodynamics and elasticity of hep iron made using 
density functional theory and an approximate particle-in-cell model. It is 
concluded that the calculations do not correctly describe the high-pressure, 
high-temperature elasticity of hep Fe, and that more rigorous calculations 
are required to gain an understanding of these properties. I then go on 
to perform ab initio molecular-dynamics and harmonic calculations of the 
temperature dependence of the axial ratio of hep iron at inner-core pres­
sures, and using this information, perform similar calculations of the elastic 
constants at inner-core temperatures and pressures. Using these data, I 
compute compressional wave velocities and their anisotropy in hep Fe, and 
draw conclusions about the polycrystalline texturing of the inner core.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In Sneffels Joculis craterem 
quem delibat /  Umbra Scartaris 
Julii intra calendas descende, /  
Audax viator, et terrestre 
centrum attinges.
Jules Verne (1828-1905)
The inner core of the Earth is known ([1 ] and elsewhere) to exhibit seis­
mic anisotropy. That is, it is observed that compressional elastic waves 
emitted by earthquakes in the Earth’s crust traverse the inner core some 
3-4% faster along the Earth’s rotational axis, than in the equatorial plane. 
There is presently no clear explanation of this phenomenon; however an 
understanding of the elasticity of the materials of the inner core is clearly 
essential to developing such an explanation.
This thesis presents theoretical work undertaken by the author to study 
the materials properties of the Earth’s inner core using a variety of ab initio 
simulation methods, and particularly the high-pressure, high-temperature 
elastic constants of hexagonal close packed (hep) iron. I then go on to 
discuss the geophysical implications my findings. This introduction sets out 
some of the history of materials simulation, then goes on to discuss some 
properties of the structure of the Earth’s interior, and the computational 
difficulties inherent in simulating its materials.
17
1.1 The sim ulation o f m aterials properties
One of the great successes of twentieth century physics is the development of 
a wide range of material simulation techniques, which have combined with 
the ever-increasing power and availability of computational resources to pro­
vide important new insights into the properties of materials. Prom classical 
atomistic simulation in the harmonic limit [2 ], through anharmonic cell- 
models [3] and classical molecular dynamics [4], to the powerful quantum- 
mechanical simulation techniques of today [5, 6 ], computational simulation 
has vastly increased our understanding of materials science.
1.1.1 M olecu lar  d yn am ics
Molecular dynamics simulation in particular has a long and distinguished 
history, faithfully reproducing the materials properties of many systems at 
high temperatures. However, due to the large number of force calculations 
necessary to compute even a short molecular dynamics trajectory, this tech­
nique was long restricted to calculations involving fitted empirical potentials, 
and the idea of computing forces by on-the-fly ab initio electronic structure 
calculations was considered impractical.
One important challenge in using empirical interatomic potentials is the 
availability of data for fitting the potentials. If one wishes to perform cal­
culations on a material at temperatures and pressures well outside of the 
experimentally accessible range, there can be no assurance that potentials 
constructed on such experiments will be valid. This problem is exacerbated 
in the case of a metal, where the thermal excitation of electrons may well 
have a non-negligible effect on properties of interest.
18
1.1 .2  E lectron ic  stru ctu re  ca lcu la tion s
The efficient calculation of the electronic structure of many-body systems is a 
long-standing problem in physics, and one which remains generally unsolved. 
However there do exist a host of approximate methods which have enjoyed 
success for a wide range systems, one of the most efficient of which is density 
functional theory [5, 7, 8 , 9]. Density functional theory provides a means 
of calculating the ground-state energy of an interacting electron gas, by 
expressing the energy as a functional of the charge density, which will be 
minimized in the ground state. This method requires certain approximations 
to the form of this functional, as is discussed in detail in Ch. 2. DFT will 
also allow one to determine the forces on classical ions in an electron-ion 
system, and therefore to perform ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
Density functional theory has undergone many developments since its 
introduction, which have been of great importance in widening the range of 
applicability of the technique. The most important of these for this work 
are the finite temperature extension [10] of Mermin, the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) [1 1 , 12, 13] to the exchange-correlation potential, and 
the projector augmented wave (PAW) [14] implementation due to Blochl. All 
of these will be discussed in Ch. 2, when I introduce the density functional 
formalism itself.
These techniques can be extremely expensive, particularly for the large 
simulation cells used in molecular dynamics, and for a very great time, 
electronic structure methods in solid-state physics were limited to the cal­
culation of the properties of static regular lattices, and later to harmonic 
calculations. The first molecular dynamics simulations to use DFT-based 
electronic structure calculations to compute interatomic forces were due to 
Car and Parrinello [15], who employed a common timestep to evolve both 
the electronic basis-state coefficients (given a fictitious mass) and the ionic 
coordinates. In this work, I do not employ this particular technique; how-
19
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Figure 1.1: The inner structure of the Earth, showing seismic P-wave tra­
jectories.
ever it should be stated that all ab initio molecular dynamics owes much to 
the work of Car and Parrinello.
1.2 The Earth’s interior
1.2.1 Seism ological investigation
The Earth is a slightly oblate spheroid, with a minor axis radius of 6357 km 
from pole to pole, a major axis radius of 6378 km across the equator, and 
has a mass of 5.976 x 1024 kg [16]. The last value may be deduced from the 
orbit of satellites. A great deal of information about the Earth’s interior 
is available from the study of seismic phenomena: that is, the behaviour 
of elastic waves generated by earthquakes. Fig. 1.1 shows what happens 
when an earthquake occurs in Mongolia. Transverse, or S-waves and com­
pressional, or P-waves travel through the Earth’s interior — these waves
2 0
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Figure 1.2: S- and P-wave velocities as a function of depth, from [17].
are collectively know as body waves — and so-called surface waves travel 
over the surface of the Earth in the crust layer. The travel times of these 
waves to various detector stations (i.e. that shown in Cairo) can then be 
measured. This leads directly to a wave-velocity vs. depth profile for the 
Earth, as shown for S- and P-waves in Fig. 1.2. It is on the basis of the 
discontinuities in body-wave velocities that the Earth is divided into the 
layers of crust, mantle, outer core and inner core indicated in Fig. 1.1. The 
only observation I make at this point is that us vanishes completely in the 
outer core, indicating that the outer core is liquid.
Seismic wave velocities only provide a partial picture of the physics of the 
Earth’s interior. To stand any chance of discovering the materials present, 
and their properties we need to know much more. The density-depth profile 
of the Earth is in important piece of information. With it, we can compute 
the adiabatic bulk and shear moduli in the core, and Poisson’s ratio, and 
stand a much greater chance of determining the properties of deep-Earth
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Figure 1.3: The density of the Earth as a function of depth, from [17].
materials.
Deducing the density-depth profile of the Earth is a very complex prob­
lem. Certainly body-waves velocities alone do not meaningfully constrain 
the problem. We do, however, have other information, such as the total 
mass of the Earth. We also know the Earth’s moment of inertia [17]. Be­
cause the Earth has a somewhat flattened shape, the gravitational pulls of 
the Sun and Moon cause a torque on the Earth about an axis lying in the 
equatorial plane. This results in a precession of the axis of the Earth, from 
which the moment of inertia can be computed [18]. The moment of inertia of 
the Earth about its rotational axis is found to be 8.07 x 103 7  kg m2, whereas 
for a spheroid of the dimensions of the Earth, having uniform density, the 
expected moment of inertia would be 9.7 x 103 7  kg m2. This indicates a 
concentration of mass near the centre of the Earth, suggesting that the core 
may be much more dense than the surrounding mantle.
Another piece of information, which helps to constrain the possible den-
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sity profile of the Earth, is free-oscillation data. Any earthquake will cause 
the Earth, like any body, to oscillate at various natural frequencies. The 
modes of oscillation of a spheroid axe complex, and some are given in Brown 
&: Mussett [17]. Employing this wide variety of data, Press [19, 20] used 
the method of Monte Carlo inversion to test large sets of randomly gener­
ated Earth models. This work gave rise to the constrained profile given in 
Fig. 1.3 (for a more detailed introduction to these ideas see also [17]). As is 
observed, both the inner and the outer core show a density far in excess of 
the mantle.
The density gives directly the pressure in the Earth due to gravity, and 
in conjunction with with body-wave velocities, it is easy to compute the 
bulk (adiabatic) K  and shear /i elastic moduli, and hence Poisson’s ratio ^ 
as a function of depth, using the formulae
Collectively, these data, comprising the body wave velocities, density, Pois­
son’s ratio, and many other properties of the Earth’s interior, constitute 
the so-called preliminary Earth reference model (PREM) [21]. Within this 
model, Poisson’s ratio is found to have a constant value within the inner 
core of 0.44 — much higher than that of the mantle (Fig. 1.4).
1.2 .2  C om p o sitio n
Can one now identify the material or materials in the inner core? We know 
that there is a material of very high density in the core. Furthermore, it 
is universally accepted that the Earth’s magnetic field is due to electrical 
currents in the liquid outer core. The inner core therefore must contain a 
high proportion of a heavy metal.
(1. 1)
3K  - 2 p  
2(3K  +  p) ' (1.2)
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Figure 1.4: Poisson’s ratio v as a function of depth z in PREM [21].
Models of element abundance in the solar system show that iron is by 
far the most abundant very dense metallic element. Furthermore, the Chon- 
dritic Earth Model suggests that the Earth should have a composition sim­
ilar to chondritic meteorites, which contain approximately 32% O, 25% Fe, 
14.5% Si, 12.5% Mg, 8 % S and 8 % of other trace elements. A detailed dis­
cussion of the condritic Earth model lies outside of the scope of this work, 
and the interested reader is directed to that of [17], Ch. 5. However, by 
considering the chemistry of these various elements, and the role of gravity 
in the segregation of materials, it is believed that the composition of the 
core of the Earth is broadly understood. Furthermore, the first principles 
calculation of the chemical potentials of light elements dissolved in liquid 
and solid Fe place still tighter constraints on the possible composition of the 
inner core [22, 23].
The outer core of the Earth is a liquid alloy of Fe with various light 
elements, below which is the solid inner core. The inner core grows at the
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expense of the outer, as the iron cools and freezes. The resultant latent 
heat of fusion is, along with the radioactive decay of 4 0 K, one of the main 
sources of heat from the core, responsible for driving convection process, 
both in the liquid outer core, affecting the Earth’s magnetic field, and in the 
mantle, driving the processes of plate tectonics.
The inner core is a solid sphere of Fe alloy, of density 12 600-13 000 kg m - 3  
at a pressure of around 3.3 Mbar (see Fig. 1.3). Shock-wave experiments 
at this pressure, however, indicate that this density is too low, and that 
the Fe is therefore alloyed with some unknown light impurities. The iron 
in the inner core, has an unknown crystalline structure; one of the principle 
candidates is hep.
Finally, what do is known of the temperature of the Earth’s core? The 
inner-core boundary is a phase boundary between alloys of solid and liquid 
Fe. Therefore the temperature of the core will be at the melting point of 
the Fe alloy at a pressure of 3.3 Mbar.
1.3 Experim ental studies of core materials
Understanding the properties of the deep interior — and the core in partic­
ular — is one of the great challenges for geology. There are no samples of 
core material on the Earth’s surface, and even if there were, these would not 
be in the crystalline phase of the inner core. Beyond the predominance of 
Fe, and the presence of some light impurities, even the composition of the 
core has not been accessible to experimental investigation.
Further, experiments performed using diamond anvil cells (DAC [24]) 
and large-volume multi-anvil presses [25] to create extreme pressures in ma­
terials, while able to produce pressures approaching those of the inner core, 
cannot access simultaneously the great temperatures necessary to melt iron 
at these pressures. Thus, while these experiments give us much of our under­
standing of the high-pressure melting curve of Fe [26], they cannot provide
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this information for the very highest pressures at the inner-core boundary, 
and so axe not able to answer the very fundamental question of the temper­
ature of the core.
Shock-wave experiments [27] have now produced much higher pressures 
and temperatures on the Hugoniot shock equation of state, but present 
a formidable technical challenge, producing as they do only fleeting high 
pressures. These have been used to produce points on the high-pressure 
melting curve (i.e. [28]), but only at the intersection points of the Hugoniot 
T  — p and p — V  curves with the melting curve. Additionally, interpreting 
the temperature in such experiments creates significant challenges itself.
1.4 Sim ulation of core materials
There is clearly an enormous range of unanswered questions about Earth’s 
core materials: what light elements are present? what is the crystalline phase 
in the inner core? what is the source of inner core anisotropy? what is the 
temperature of the inner core. Given these questions, and the extraordi­
narily challenging nature of experimental investigation, it is clear that there 
is a significant role for simulation in studying the Earth’s interior; however 
the very fact that so little information exists about the properties of inner- 
core materials, means that the data necessary to fit parameterized empirical 
potentials does not exist. We therefore turn instead to ab initio quantum 
mechanical simulation.
The earliest such calculations were performed at zero temperature, since 
the expense of molecular-dynamics calculations was so great. Stixrude et 
al. computed the zero-temperature, high-pressure equation of state of hep, 
fee and bcc Fe [29], and later the zero temperature elastic constants of the 
fee and hep phases. They found that for hep Fe at 13 Mg m-3the elas­
tic constant C3 3  was approximately 3% greater than cn . Thus the seismic 
anisotropy of the core could be explained if it was composed of hep crys­
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tallites with hexagonal (c) axes totally aligned with the Earth’s rotational 
axis.
Important high-temperature ab initio molecular dynamics calculations 
due to Vocadlo, Alfe and others et al. [30, 31, 23, 32, 33, 34] on both liquid 
and hep solid Fe provided a wealth of new geophysical information. By cal­
culating the melting curve of Fe [31], Alfe et al. were able to estimate the 
temperature of the inner core boundary. By using thermodynamic integra­
tion to compute chemical potentials of various light elements in solution in 
both solid and liquid iron [23], and equating these across the phase bound­
ary, they placed constraints on the composition of the core, demonstrating 
in particular that the long-standing hypothesis that the outer core is a very 
nearly binary Fe-S mixture is incompatible with the low degree of partition­
ing of S between solid and liquid Fe.
Using the particle in cell (PIC) approximation, Steinle-Neumann et al. 
[35] computed the high-temperature elastic constants and axial ratio c/a  
of hep Fe (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6). Their results indicated a startling rise 
in c/a  with volume, causing a softening of the C 3 3  elastic constant, and a 
corresponding increase in the c\\ elastic constant, to the extent that the 
anisotropy of the inner core could only be explained by a model in which 
the crystalline c axes lay in the equatorial plane. However, the use of the 
PIC approximation in this work resulted in some doubt over the accuracy 
of these results.
1.5 This work
This thesis describes ab initio simulation work undertaken by the author 
to model the elastic properties of hep Fe at the temperatures and pressures 
of the inner core. The work falls into three major sections. In Ch. 5 I de­
scribe calculations undertaken to test the usefulness of the PIC model. Here 
I calculate many thermodynamic quantities for hep Fe, and compare them
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Figure 1.5: PIC calculations of c/a by [35] at 12.52 Mg m 3 (filled dia­
monds), 13.04 Mg m - 3  (filled squares) and 13.62 Mg m~ 3 (filled circles).
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Figure 1.6: PIC calculations of elastic constants by [35] at 13.04 Mg m~3.
with the the earlier PIC results of [35, 36, 37], and with the fully-correlated 
anharmonic results of [34], so obtain an objective measure of errors incurred 
by the PIC model. In Ch. 6  I use ab initio molecular dynamics and har­
monic theory to compute the axial ratio of hep Fe without making the PIC 
approximation. It is noted that the strong temperature dependence of [35] 
is not observed. Finally, in Ch. 7, we calculate the high-temperature elastic 
constants of Fe, again using both ab initio molecular dynamics and harmonic 
theory. I find no evidence for the Steinle-Neumann et al. reinterpretation 
of the anisotropy.
The other remaining chapters are as follows. In Ch. 2, I set out the 
theory behind the ab initio electronic structure techniques I employ. Ch. 3 
discusses statistical mechanical methods used in calculating thermodynamic 
properties. In Ch. 4 I discuss the theory of elasticity under pressure.
Discussion and conclusions will be given in Ch. 8 .
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Quis me locus, quae regio, quae 
mundi plaga?
Lucius Annaeus Seneca
Chapter 2 o  b c - a d  65)
Ab initio electronic 
structure methods
It is my objective is to study the thermodynamic properties of materials as 
derived using statistical mechanical methods. These methods can be used 
to go from the ab initio Helmholtz free energy t/({Rj}; {Aj}, Tei) of the 
static electron-ion system (the configurational energy), to the free energy F  
of the vibrating lattice. In the above, the Rj axe the position vectors of all 
the ions, {Aj} is a set of external constraints including atomic volume and 
strain tensor components. Te\ is the temperature of the electronic subsys­
tem, which has a physical significance very much dependent on the ab initio 
techniques employed. As I will be treating systems over a very wide temper­
ature range, the thermal excitation of electrons will be of great importance, 
which requires, as we shall discover, a finite temperature calculation in terms 
of U.
In this chapter, I introduce the methods used to obtain the configura­
tional energy U. In Ch. 3 I go on to discuss various statistical mechanical 
approaches to obtaining F , the total free energy of the lattice.
Ab initio electronic structure techniques seek to describe the behaviour 
of a system of interacting electrons in an external potential u(r), such as that
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due to the presence of atomic nuclei, or ionic cores. Of course the most direct 
approach to this problem is the solution of the many-body time-independent 
Schrodinger equation
H V  = E V  (2 .1 )
where H  is the Hamiltonian operator, 'F is the many-body wave function 
and E  is the energy of the system.
An exact solution of equation 2.1 is not, in general, possible and whilst 
perturbative techniques exist, which provide a systematic method of approx­
imating the many-body wave function 'F, these are exceedingly difficult com­
putational and intellectual problems. For the performance of such extensive 
calculations as will be necessary for the statistical mechanical treatment of 
material properties, these methods demand simplification; we will see that 
density functional theory (DFT) provides just such a practical simplifica­
tion. I begin by introducing the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which 
underlies all electronic structure techniques and proceed pedagogically to a 
description of Kohn-Sham density functional theory. For those theoretical 
methods I discuss in detail, only a basic grounding in quantum mechanics 
will be assumed.
2.1 The Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation
The most general approach to the properties of a system of electrons and 
nuclei of atomic number Z, is to treat the entire system as quantum me­
chanical and to seek a solution for the wave function of the entire system 
of the many-body Schrodinger equation
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for the coupled system of electrons and nuclei, where ra> =  |r; — r '|,  Rjj> =  
R j — Hj and I have used h = Akeq = e = m e = 1; r  and R  represent elec­
tronic and nuclear coordinates respectively, and x and X correspondingly 
represent their joint spin and spatial coordinates. To understand why this 
approach can be avoided, we observe that the great difference in mass be­
tween electrons and nuclei will lead to the electrons moving several orders of 
magnitude more rapidly than the nuclei. Thus, one can approach the prob­
lem by first factoring the wave function \£({ri}, {Rj}) of the system into 
a nuclear part \&n({Ri}) and an electronic part ^ ei({r i}; {R-i}), depending 
only parametrically on the nuclear coordinates {Rj}. Then the electronic 
wave function is solved for a static external potential corresponding to the 
position of the nuclei, and conversely, the nuclear wave function can be 
solved by assuming that the electronic wave function changes adiabatically 
with the positions of the nuclei, always in its equilibrium thermodynamic 
state or, at zero temperature, its ground state. For all but a very few cases 
(see, for example reference [38]), the nuclear subsystem may now be treated 
classically and the stationary states of the electronic subsystem axe given by
£el*e l =  ( -  j E V i + E ^ ; - E  ) * el =  E A ' ■ (23)
V i i<i' ** hj 3 J
2.2 The variational principle in quantum  mechan­
ics
Our task now, is to consider how, given a particular time-independent Hamil­
tonian H, we can find the corresponding ground state. The variational prin­
ciple allows us to place an upper bound on the ground-state energy, and is 
the common starting point for all attempts to systematically approximate 
the ground state. It should noted, however, that the variational principle 
is not limited to finding the ground state of a system, as will be explained 
later.
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According to the principle of superposition, the eigenstates | fc) of H  
form a complete set such that any trial state |<E>) may be expressed as the 
sum
i*> =  m (2.4)
where the c* =  are a set of complex coefficients. The expectation
value of the energy in such a state is then
> E q
since Eq < Ei for all i. Thus, for a parameterized trial wave function, the
rameters that minimize E$. A host of techniques exist to set up efficient 
trial wavefunctions, that can be systematic improved. The specific tech-
2.3 Thom as-Ferm i density functional theory
The many-body wave function ^ (x i, X2 , . . .  x# ) is an extremely complicated 
3N  dimensional function; however it may be expressed in terms of a set of 
one-particle spin orbitals Xi(x )- Each of these may be in turn expressed 
in a one-particle basis set, to facilitate computational treatment. Since the 
wavefunction is known to be antisymmetric under particle exchange, its 
representation in terms of combinations of the Xi must ensure this. The 
simplest such combination is the Slater determinant,
(2.5)
best approximation to the ground state is obtained for those values of pa-
niques used in this work will be developed throughout the remainder of this 
chapter.
(2.6)
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The familiar Hartree-Fock theory employs a single Slater determinant, as 
above, for the many body wavefunction. This yields a theory which com­
pletely neglects correlations between electrons. A more general wavefunction 
consists of many such determinants, and can be used to include correlation 
effects; however such methods scale poorly with electron number, and are 
not well-suited for periodic systems of many electrons.
Clearly, therefore, it is desirable to seek a simplified approach. One idea, 
first developed by Thomas and Fermi [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] was to work in terms 
of the electron density
n(r) = N  ^ 2  /  d r2 . . .d x iV^ (x ,X 2 , . . .X 7V)^*(x,X 2 ,...XAr) . (2.7)
Si. . .SN J
The clear advantage of the number density as a basic variable is that it is a 
function of only three spatial degrees of freedom. The method proceeds by 
the expression of total energy as a functional E[n{r)], and minimising this 
energy over densities n(r). In the formulation of Thomas-Fermi, the total 
energy functional takes the form
E[n{r)] =  T[n(r)] -I- J  drv(r)n(r) +  i  J  d rd r '^ j^ ^ — p  , (2 .8 )
where v(r) is the ionic potential. The kinetic energy functional is given by
T["(r)] =  ^  (3* 2 ) 2 / 3  J  d rn 5 / 3 (r) . (2.9)
This expression arises from considering the kinetic energy of a set of AN  
non-interacting electrons in an infinite potential well of volume A V  at r. 
Eq. (2.9) arises from taking the limit A V  -> 0 such that A N /A V  = n(r), 
and integrating over all space.
2.4 The Hohenberg-K ohn theorem s
The use of the electron density as a basic variable was not placed on a sound 
formal basis until the development two theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn
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[7]. A practical method of reducing the problem to a one-particle system 
was later developed by Kohn and Sham [8 ], and this provides the basis of 
modern [5, 9] DFT.
The formal development of density functional theory rests on two theo­
rems of Hohenberg and Kohn [7]. The first shows that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between external potential and ground-state number den­
sity. These theorems are expressed in reference to a Hamiltonian of the 
form
£  = - l £ v ?  +  £ - h  +  «,(r) (2 .1 0 )
i i<i' n
where v(r) is an external potential due, for instance, to the presence of an 
ionic lattice.
P roposition  (H ohenberg -K ohn  th eo rem  I). Within a trivial additive 
constant there is a one-to-one relationship between the external potential 
u(r) and the ground-state number density n(r).
Proof. Take n(r) to be the ground-state number density under v(r) and 
u'(r), two external potential differing by more than a constant. These poten­
tials will yield two different Hamiltonians H  and H ' , with the same ground- 
state number density n(r), but corresponding to the different ground-state 
wave functions, respectively #  and
Because of the variational principle, if we take ^ff to be a trial function 
for H  and evaluate the expectation value
|tt') =  (tf 'lii7!*') +  (tf'|H -  H'\V')
= E'0 + J  n(r) [v(r) -  t/(r)] dr (2 .1 1 )
< Eo
where Eq and E l0 are the ground-state energies corresponding to H  and H'
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respectively. Similarly, taking it to be a trial function for H \  we have
=  («,|.ff|¥) +  {V\H' -  H\V)
= E q -  f n(r) [v(r) -  u'(r)] dr (2 .1 2 )
Adding equations (2.11) and (2.12), one obtains
E q +  E q <  E q +  E q (2.13)
which is a contradiction. □
This means that the ground-state number density n(r) uniquely deter­
mines the external potential, and hence all ground-state properties. We now 
write the total energy in an external potential v as a functional
of the electron density n(r) (given by (2.7)), where F[n] is the universal 
functional
for the sum of kinetic and electron electron energies.
C aveat Note that in the above proof we have made use of the idea that 
any density represents the ground state of a Hamiltonian of type (2.10). This 
apparent restriction can be lifted however, as will be shown later, by means 
of the Levy constrained-search method.
The second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem provides an energy variational 
principle in terms of the electron density n(r).
P ro p o sitio n  (H ohenberg-K ohn th eo rem  II) . For a trial density n(r), 
such that n(r) > 0 and f  n (r)d r =  N,
(2.14)
F[n] = T[n] +  Vee[n\ (2.15)
E q <  E v [h] (2.16)
where Ev [n] is the energy functional of (2.14).
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Proof. Let n(r) be a trial wave function for the problem of Hamiltonian H  
with external potential u(r). After Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem I, n may be 
regarded as the ground-state density corresponding uniquely to a Hamilto­
nian H  with ground-state wave function The expectation value
(^ 1 ^ 1 ^ )=  f  n(r)u(r)dr -I- F[n]
J (2.17)
=  Ev[h\
but
(*\H\V) > Ev[n] (2.18)
by the usual variational principle of (2.5). □
Thus the problem of finding the ground state is reduced to a variational 
problem in the electron number density n(r). Because of the reliance on 
theorem I, the same caveat applies. We now discuss the way in which this 
may be lifted.
2.5 R epresentability of densities
The first and second theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn describe the one-to- 
one correspondence of external potentials and ground-state densities, and 
the existence of a variational principle for the ground-state density. Both, 
however, are contingent upon the idea that any given density n(r), corre­
sponds to the antisymmetric ground-state density of a Hamiltonian of type 
(2.10) with some external potential v. A density which satisfies this criterion 
is described as “u-representable.” If a trial density is not ^-representable, 
the variational principle of Hohenberg-Kohn II ceases to apply. This is a 
highly stringent requirement, by no means satisfied for all reasonable den­
sities; the problem can be circumvented, however by means of the Levy 
constrained-search formulation.
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Consider the minimisation problem for (2.5) again, this time dividing 
our minimisation procedure into two steps. First we minimize our energy 
over all wave functions ^  that produce a density n(r). Then we minimize 
across all possible densities. That is to say
E q = min < min ( ¥ | f  +  Fee|tf) +  f  u(r)n(r)dr 1 . (2.19)
n L J J J
Now note that the internal minimisation step occurs for fixed n(r), and 
choice of *3/ —> n does not affect the value of the second term in (2.19). Thus 
we may write
E q = m in i min ^(^IT +  V^eW] +  /  u(r)n(r)dr 1
f ;  (2 -2 0 )
=  min < F[n(r)] +  / u(r)n(r)dr >
with F  as in (2.15).
The above construction removes the requirement of u-representability 
altogether. The universal functional F[n] is here defined by a constrained 
minimisation over wave functions of the Hamiltonian of an electron gas in 
the absence of an external potential. This is always well defined due to the 
ordinary variational principle of (2.5). Now no further constraint need be 
placed upon the minimisation over densities. As a result we have now lifted 
the requirement that trial densities be ^-representable. In fact, trial densities 
need only be “iV-representable” — that is to say, they correspond to some 
iV-body wave function \£. The only necessary constraints remaining are the 
easily imposed conditions of positivity, normalisibility and continuity, which 
may be expressed:
n ( r ) > 0 ,  J  n(r)dr =  N, and J  Iv n (r)1/2! dr < oo. (2 .2 1 )
2.6 Kohn-Sham density functional theory
Density functional theory as described above makes no prescription for the 
universal functional F[n(r)]. To approach this problem, Kohn and Sham [8 ]
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developed a method in terms of a non-interacting reference model, which, in 
combination with additional approximations, provides a systematic means 
of obtaining the ground state.
Let us write the universal functional F[n] in the form
F[n] = T[n] +  G[n\ (2.22)
where T[n] is the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons of
density n(r). Then the total energy is given by
E[n] = J  drv(r)n(r) +  T[n] -I- G[n] (2.23)
By Hohenberg-Kohn II, we have a variational principle for the energy which
may be written
Sn( r) =  0 (2.24)fn  f .  \ . ST SG 1SE = J  d r[„ (r )  +  ^  +  —
at minimum, subject to the constant-number constraint
(r)dr =  0 . (2.25)J  5n(i
This constraint is handled by means of a Lagrange undetermined multiplier 
/i, yielding
^  +  v (r ) +  =  A* (2.26)Sn( r) <5n(r)
where n is now identified with the chemical potential. By defining an effec­
tive potential ueff(r) =  v(r) -I- equation (2.26) becomes
S )+veg(r)=m ’ ( 2 ' 2 7 )
which is the Euler-Lagrange equation for a system of non-interacting elec­
trons in an external potential ueff(r). This is, of course equivalent to the 
Schrodinger equation
1
^ V 2 +  U e f f ( r )  -  Ei 1>i = 0  (2.28)
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with
n (r ) = 2  i ^ ( r )i2 (2-29)
for a spin-degenerate system. Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are known as the 
Kohn-Sham equations, and may be used in conjunction with equation (2.23) 
to find the ground state density and energy of the interacting system by an 
iterative solution.
2.7 The exchange-correlation energy
2.7.1 T h e  L ocal D e n sity  A pp rox im ation
Up to now, we have avoided discussion of the function ueff(r); we will deal 
with this now. By separating out the Hartree energy, we may write
G[n] =  y drdrl^ l  + Exc[n] (2.30)
which gives
where
^eff(r) =  v(r) -I- [ drr n r^   ^ +  uxc(r) , (2.31)
J r  —r
, v £ E xc[n (r)]
' ,xc(r) =  Sn(r) ■ (2-32)
Exc[n] now contains all parts of the effective potential which result from 
many-body effects; at the moment, however, there is no known way of cal­
culating these exactly. We find also that there is no known expansion which 
will allow the functional to systematically approach exactness. Instead of 
this, we adopt one of several approximate representations of uxc(r) which 
have all been very successful. The simplest of these is know as the Local 
Density Approximation (LDA).
Using a combination of diagrammatic perturbation theory and other 
techniques, such as quantum Monte Carlo, the exchange-correlation energy 
of the homogeneous electron gas as a function of density E^c(n) has been
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tabulated and parameterized to a high degree of accuracy [11, 44, 45, 46]. 
The LDA approximation consists defining
where e Xc ( ^ ( r )) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of an homo­
geneous electron gas with electron density n(r). Equivalently, the exchange- 
correlation potential is now
2.7 .2  T h e exch an ge-correla tion  hole
The LDA has proved successful for many solids, but many problems re­
mained elusive, particularly in regard to electron bonding. The natural ex­
tension would seem to be an expansion in derivatives of the electron density.
has been shown, however [47], that an expansion of the exchange-correlation 
energy to first derivative in the density violates certain known properties of 
Exc. I outline without proof the most important of these properties here. 
For more details see e.g. [9].
The exchange-correlation energy may be regarded as the electrostatic 
interaction between an electron at a position r, and an object known as the 
exchange-correlation hole, nxc:
The exchange-correlation hole describes the depletion of electronic charge 
in the neighbourhood of a given electron, due to Coulomb repulsion and 
Fermi statistics, and may be expressed exactly in terms of a coupling of
(2.33)
5EbPA
(2.34)
Such an approach is termed a Gradient Expansion Approximation (GEA). It
i  J  drn(r) J  d r ' ^  nxc(r ,r ' -  r) . (2.35)
the electronic structure factor g(r, r 7, A) of the system with density n(r) and
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interelectron Coulomb interaction \V ee:
nxc(r, r 7 -  r) =  n(r) [  d\[g(r, r 7, A) -  1] . (2.36)
Jo
The A =  0 value of the exchange-correlation hole is known as the exchange, 
or Fock hole nx(r, r 7 — r).
The exchange hole has the following known properties, which must be 
satisfied by any proposed representation of the exchange-correlation energy:
nx(r,0) =  —n(r)/2  , (2.37)
nx(r, r 7 — r) < 0 , (2.38)
J  dr7nx(r, r 7 — r) =  — 1 . (2.39)
Notably, the first-order GEA violates conditions (2.38) (negativity) and 
(2.39) (the sum rule) for the exchange hole.
2 .7 .3  T h e G en eralized  G radient A p p rox im ation
To go beyond the LDA, therefore, clearly requires more than the obvious 
GEA approach. The one employed in this work, and indeed very widely, 
is the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) of Perdew and Wang, 
known as PW91 [13]. This technique expresses the exchange-correlation 
energy as a functional of the spin-polarized electron densities, n  ^ and nj,, 
and their gradients, Vn^ and Vn^ as follows
ExcGA[nti n ll = J  d r/ ( n t( r )> nl( r )> Vnt(r), V n ^r)) . (2.40)
For slowly or moderately varying gradients, the GEA expansion gives a
good first-order description at small distances |r7 — r|; however at long range 
this description breaks down, and the negativity and sum rules are violated. 
To address this, the PW91 GGA has an analytic form which approaches 
the GEA for small |r7 — r|, but imposes a sharp real-space cutoff at a radius 
chosen to ensure negativity and the sum rule for the exchange hole.
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The expressions for the PW91 functionals are complicated, and their 
derivation more so, and they are not replicated here. They can be found in 
Ref. [13], with the full derivation given in Ref. [48].
2.8 F inite tem perature density functional theory
To extend the Kohn-Sham method to finite temperature, we operate most 
conveniently in the grand canonical ensemble. Thus, the variable to be min­
imized becomes the grand potential Q of the electronic subsystem. Before I 
proceed in this analysis, it is important to restate that electronic structure 
calculations are taking place in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. As 
a result the temperature of the electrons, the precise definition of which will 
become clear in this section, is defined independently of the temperature of 
the underlying lattice. In our thermodynamic approach, it will be natural to 
make an identity between these, although at some points an approximation 
will be made of constant electronic temperature. In other methods, not em­
ployed in this work, the electronic temperature may be used as a parameter 
to aid the solution of a given problem; this is described as “quasi-zero tem­
perature smearing”. Again, the origin of the word “smearing” will become 
apparent as I proceed.
In order to proceed in a similar way to Sec. 2.6, we require that at a 
temperature 9, Q should be a unique functional S7[n]of the density, and 
that it will be minimal for the thermal equilibrium number density n(r). 
First, however, we require a relation analogous to the variational principle
(2.5). We work in terms of the grand canonical statistical operator f ,  which 
represents a statistical mixture of pure states with a differing number N  of 
electrons, and follow the method describes in Ch. 2  of [5]. I will not, at this 
juncture discuss the details of the statistical operator approach to quantum 
mechanics, but proceed instead to a statement of the variational principle in 
the grand canonical ensemble. The equilibrium statistical operator is that
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which maximizes the entropy S  = —fcB Tr(flnf), subject to the constraints 
of constant energy and constant particle number
TV (TH) = E  and Tr (T N ) = N  . (2.41)
which yields the expression for the equilibrium statistical operator
- 0 ( H - f x N )
r° =  ----------- :-----r- . (2.42)
q v  e - P { H - n N )  v '
where the inverse temperature /?, chemical potential //, and trace in the de­
nominator, result from Lagrange undetermined multipliers associated with 
the constraints of total energy, total particle number and normalisation re­
spectively. Defining the grand potential by
n[t] = E - e s -  fiN
„ / 1 „ \  (2 -43)
=  T r T l - \ n T  +  H - i i N \
the variational principle in the grand canonical ensemble can be expressed
Q [ T ]  >  ft[f°] . (2.44)
The proof of this principle proceeds by expansion of f  in its eigenstates, 
that is
f  =  ^ ^ P N i  \ ^ N i )  i ' & N i l  (2-45)
Ni
whence
^Ni}] = 5 ~2pNi f  -Q lnpATi +  Ni\H\^ Ni) +  f*N J (2.46)
Ni '
by (2.43). First we find the minimal statistical ensemble for fixed {'Fm } 
and E at* Pi =  f  ie.
d
dpm
where A is some Lagrange undetermined multiplier, which preserves normal­
ization. Then solving this for pim, we find
^ATi}] +  A I J^PATt -  1 j
V Ni J
=  0 , (2.47)
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which yields the grand potential
n[{PNi.*ATi}] =  (2.49)
P  Ni
It remains to show that this is a minimum for fixed {^m }, and to then find 
the minimising wave functions Ni• Using (2.48),
^Ni}] ~ [^{PAfi> ^Ni}]
=  ^2 PNi ( ~R n^pNi  +  ~ fJ,N\ f^Ni) j
Ni  '
+  I l n E e x  P ( - 0 ( * J « | f f - p i V | * A r i ) )
P  Ni
= Ij'^lPNiQnPNi ~ InpATi)
P  Ni
-  4  ^ 2  Pm In exP(- ^  1H -  fiN\^fN>i>))
P  Ni  N'i'
+  i ln £ e x p ( - ,3 < * ™ |f f - p iV |* „ ,> )  . (2.50)
P  Ni
Since Y^NiPNi =  1, we see by interchange of indices that the last two terms 
in this expression cancel, leaving
^[{PAfi, ^Ni}] -  [^{PAfi> ^Ni}] (2.51)
=  \  ^ P N i O n P N i  -  Inpjvi) > 0 . (2.52)
P  Ni
The inequality shown here is known as the Gibbs inequality (Eqn. B .ll of 
[5]) and is true for all positive {pa } s.t. Y l a P a  — 1- It now follows that
n [ { A i ,* m } ]  =  - l l n ^ e x p ( - ^ ( \ f w |ff -M iV |$ w )
P  Ni
p Ni  (2.53)
> — l l n T r  e~P(H-nN)
> 0Ni}] .
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Where we have used (^f ^ > f  for any convex function /  of
a Hermitian operator. This final expression is simply the equilibrium sta­
tistical operator T0 of (2.42). This proves that the equilibrium statistical 
operator minimizes the grand potential Q. It remains for us to provide a 
similar variational principle in the density n(r), being an analogue of the 
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems of 2.4, and on that basis to construct a self con­
sistent method similar to the ground state Kohn-Sham formalism.
We proceed by the method of a Levy constrained search. As discussed 
above (Sec. (2.5)), this removes any issues of representability, and removes 
the need for an explicit uniqueness theorem after Hohenberg-Kohn theorem 
I. We have
Q[f°] =  min TV r (  1 7 - / i i V + - l n r
= min |  min TV f  + -^ ln f^  j + J  (v(r) — /i)n (r )d r | .
(2.54)
Defining the universal functional
F[n(r)l =  min TV r-m r ( T  + c/ +  - i n r
we obtain
where
Q[T°] = minQ[n(r)] .
fi[n(r)] =  F[n] + J  (^(r) — /i)n(r)di
(2.55)
(2.56)
(2.57)
This is the analogue of Hohenberg-Kohn theorems I and II.
The finite temperature Kohn-Sham theory follows from consideration of 
a non-interacting reference system, with density n(r) at a temperature 0. 
We define the non-interacting Helmholtz free energy of such a system to be
A[n] =  T[n\ — 0S[n] (2.58)
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where T  and S  are, respectively, the kinetic energy and entropy of the non­
interacting system. This gives us
Q[n] =  A[n] +  J  n(r)(v (r) — /t)dr +  J[n] +  FXcW (2.59)
where J[n] is the Hartree functional and Fxc [n] describes the exchange- 
correlation contribution to the free energy. Therefore the variational princi­
ple of (2.56) yields the Euler-Lagrange equation
Defining
«eff(r) =  v(r) +  | ^ d r '  +  ^ M  (2.61)
we have the Euler equation for a set of non-interacting electrons in an ex­
ternal potential ueff(r). The grand potential for this ensemble is now
Q[n] = A[n] + J  n(r)(vef[(r) -  //)dr (2.62)
yielding an equilibrium density operator
e-K*
Tr
with
-P (H - t x N )
r° = ------- —=----r- (2.63)
H  = - i  J d x i  f t ( x i ) V 2ip(xi) + J d x i ^ ( x i ) i ) ( x i ) v eff(ri) . (2.64)
As we are working in the grand canonical ensemble, and consider states 
across the Fock space of variable particle number, it has been necessary 
to invoke the notation of second quantisation. We finally obtain the finite 
temperature Kohn-Sham equations
1 ,
- ^ V 2 +  VefF(r) <f>i(r) = £*&(r) , (2.65)
with the electron density given by
oo
n (r ) =  ^ 2  f i \ M r)\2 • (2-66)
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Here / ,  is the Fermi-Dirac occupation number of the band (pi, given by
Si = f(e ,  -  H) = t +  e-^ (ei- <,) - (2.67)
which are the correct occupation numbers for a set of non-interacting elec­
trons with temperature 9. We now see that the implementation of finite 
temperature Kohn-Sham DFT differs from the ground state formalism, only 
by the set of occupation numbers f i , and a prescription for the exchange- 
correlation free energy, Fxc. For most practical implementations, one takes 
Fxc[n; 0} =  Fxc[n; 0]. Note that this approximation retains the entropy of 
the non-interacting system in the term A[n].
2.9 Forces —  the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
Forces on nuclei are of primary importance in statistical mechanics. In this 
section, I discuss a theorem of Hellmann and Feynman [49], which provides 
a simple method for the calculation of nuclear forces, without multiple cal­
culations of the total energy. The Hellmann-Feynman theorem, first for the 
case of all generalized forces. I comment on the application to nuclear forces, 
and I discuss the origins and effects of the so-called Pulay forces.
Consider a Hamiltonian H, which depends upon a parameter A, and let 
{V't(A)} and {^(A)} be the normalized eigenstates and eigenvalues of H. 
For a general state Ciipi, we may write
|2
= £
dipi
dX H
dH
d \
But
dipt
dX
\  /
H i’i ) +  ( H
&  ) + (
d'ipi 
dX
d'ipi
dX
r\
E i^ d X  =  0  ’
'ipi ) +  ( 'ipi H
d'ipi
dX
(2 .68)
= Ei( X) ipi ) +  Ei{X) ( ip., d'ipidX
(2.69)
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therefore
dE  
dA
dH
d \ ipi (2.70)
In the case A =  Ria, this yields an expression for the a-component f{a of
i L
the force on the i atom due to the presence of the electrons
dH
dRia (2.71)
For the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in Eqn. (2.28), this becomes
^eff(r)fi drn(r)
dRia
(2.72)
but here only the electron-nucleus interaction, u(r) depends explicitly on the 
R ia . As a result, the forces on the nuclei axe simply the sum of the inter- 
nuclear forces and the / jQ, which represent the simple result from classical 
electrostatics
Z2(Ri -  R j) _  [ d i Z n ( r)(R i -  r)
3 l3R l i |r -  Rd (2.73)
A warning is necessary here. The Hellmann-Feynman theorem provides 
correct forces if and only if the ipi axe the exact eigenstates of the Kohn-Sham 
Hamiltonian; an error is introduced whenever basis sets axe incomplete. This 
spurious force contribution is known as a Pulay force. To examine this, we 
expand the ipi in a set of basis functions Xm
'fii — ^   ^ Xm^mi 
m =  1
N
~  ^   ^ Xm^mi
m =  1
(2.74)
for {cmi} a set of complex numbers. Note the use of a cutoff value N; the 
{(pi}, which we shall use to approximate {ipi} axe no longer eigenfunctions 
of H. We now have an approximation to the ground state energy, which 
depends not only on the R{a, but also on the basis functions and coefficients,
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that is
R  — {Cmj}> •
=  £ < & \H \ti)
i
=  ^   ^ ^   ^C-liCmi (Xl \Xm)
i l,m
= ^   ^£i ^   ^cucmiOlm • 
i l,m
We now consider the force 
dE
fkct — d-Rfca
dRk
+ E
L+£ /a  ^  7 d r 5E dXm + SE dx*mm^Xm dR^a SXmdRka.
dE  dcmi + dE dc*mi
dCfni dRka dCmi dRka .
From (2.75), we have 
dE dE
dcmi dcmi z
— ^   ^cliOlm 5
which gives 
d £ dE
dRka d R ka
+ ?/ d r SE  dxm +  SE  dXm
+  E £ iE  M*0 '
m l
dc,
SXm dRka &Xrn ^Rka 
d e l,
(m , n  d" CuOmi
dRka dRka
Now,
— 1 — ^   ^CjjCfnj {Xl\Xm) — ^   ^^licmjOlm 
Im Im
whence, differentiating with respect to R kai
E
Im
dc/*i r  V) i r * ^ cmi n  * dO/m
i r> i c / i  j  D  ^ l m  » (~'Uc m i  A DQ-^ fea
o .
Inserting this into (2.78) gives
d £ dE
+ ? /
3 f dXm . SE dXr  ( d r  I ------- ——— h
d-Rfca &Rka J \_SXm dRka .
^   ^£i  ^  ]  c l i cmi  I  d  
i mi
_ ^ y + y f^ H L
dRka X‘ dRka
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)
(2.79)
(2.80)
(2.81)
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The first term in (2.81) is the force predicted by the Hellmann-Feynman 
theorem. The additional two terms are referred to as the Pulay force. We see 
that the Pulay force is non-zero only for basis states which depend explicitly 
on the ionic positions R*. So for a plane-wave basis, the Pulay forces axe 
zero. We can consider this as being due to the fact that the completeness of 
the basis set is independent of ionic positions. For the projector augmented 
wave approach employed in this work, and discussed in section 2 .1 1 , we shall 
see that the use of atom-centred projector functions means that Pulay forces 
must be taken into account. At this stage, the analysis of forces need be 
taken no further.
2.10 Periodic boundary conditions and plane wave 
basis sets
So fax, we have found a way of describing a system of interacting electrons 
in an external potential, in terms of a system of non-interacting electrons 
in some effective potential, which is a functional of the real potential and 
the electron density. Whilst a great simplification, this does not remove the 
problem of describing a system containing of the order of 1 0 23 electrons and 
nuclei.
In solid state physics, and for crystals in particular, this problem can 
be addressed by the use of periodic boundary conditions. Bloch’s theorem 
states that in a periodic potential ?;(r +  n»^) =  ^(r )> where the lj axe
lattice vectors, every electronic wave function may be written in the form
V>i(r) =  exp[ik.r]uj(r) (2.82)
where Ui(r) is a cell-periodic function, which may be expanded in a plane 
wave basis
ui(r ) = c^g exp[zG.r] . (2.83)
G
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Here the sum extends over all reciprocal lattice vectors G defined by G .l =  
27rm, for all integers m  and all 1 G {li, I2 , 1 3 }- As described by Payne in [49], 
this changes the problem of calculating an infinite number of electronic wave 
functions, to that of calculating a finite number of electronic wave functions 
at an infinite number of points k in reciprocal space. This infinity is more 
easily addressed, however.
We re-write (2.82), (2.83) as
^ ( r ) =  ^k+G exP[*(k + G).r] . (2.84)
G
It is apparent that if k —► k +  G then the term exp[i(k +  G).r] is unchanged 
(that is, the Brillouin zone is homeomorphic to the three-torus T3). Calcu­
lation of the wave function is therefore performed only within the Brillouin 
zone. The wave function can obviously be calculated at only a finite number 
of Ar-points. Monkhorst and Pack [50] suggest a scheme, adopted here, for se­
lecting those fc-points at which 'ip will be calculated, which has been shown 
to produce good convergence of energy with increasing /c-point-sampling 
density.
One final observation needs to be made about Appoint sampling, which is 
of great relevance to this work. Many of the techniques I employ, require the 
use of so called super-cells, which axe repetitions of the primitive unit cell of 
the lattice, containing many atoms. The reasons for this will be discussed in 
detail when those techniques are introduced. However, note that for super­
cells with larger and larger unit vectors 1, the length of the reciprocal lattice 
vectors G becomes shorter, and the Brillouin zone contracts. To maintain a 
constant accuracy of sampling at ever larger super-cell sizes, fewer Appoints 
axe required than for smaller cells.
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2.11 Pseudopotentials and the projector augm ented  
wave approach
The ideas introduced so far in this chapter, provide the theoretical basis for 
performing electronic structure calculations: we solve the finite-temperature 
Kohn-Sham equations in a plane-wave basis, by direct minimisation of the 
electronic free energy U as a function of a set of plane-wave coefficients c\ at 
a set of /.-points in the first Brillouin zone. The density of Appoints and the 
number of plane wave coefficients must be taken to convergence. In practice, 
the latter is achieved by selecting an energy cutoff Ecut, and stipulating that 
|k +  G |2 < Ecut-
Whilst providing a tractable method in principle, this approach does not, 
as it stands, provide a practical approach for any but a very few systems. 
The reason for this is that, while a plane-wave basis has many advantages 
for periodic systems, it is ill-suited to describing the rapidly oscillating wave 
function in the vicinity of atomic cores, which require the use of very large 
basis sets. The various pseudopotential methods [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] exist to 
address this problem.
Central to the pseudopotential idea is the principle that the important 
physical properties of solids are determined predominantly by the behaviour 
of the valence electrons outside some cutoff radius, rc. It is natural therefore, 
to make the following approximations. Firstly, one separates wave functions 
into a set of core states which are not permitted to change, and a set of 
valence states which are minimized among all states orthogonal to the core 
states; this is the frozen core approximation. Secondly, one replaces the 
potential Vcore due to nuclei and core electrons with a so-called pseudopo­
tential FpS, such that Fps =  Vcore for distances greater than rc from atom 
centres. Subject to a variety of conditions on Fps, this can be done so that 
the core-orthogonal solutions of the pseudopotential (the pseudo wave func-
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-Z /r
Figure 2.1: Typical smoothing of core wave function by use of pseudopoten­
tials. ip and 'ipps are the true and pseudized wave functions, corresponding 
to the —Z /r  Coulomb potential, and Vps pseudopotential respectively.
tions ip) are equal to the valence wave functions ip outside of the atom cores. 
The idea of the pseudopotential approximation is to do this in such a way 
that the pseudo wave function is smooth within the core region, permitting 
improved convergence behaviour with plane-wave cutoff. Fig. 2.1, after [49], 
illustrates this this behaviour.
The fundamental requirements of pseudopotentials are that they repro­
duce correctly the scattering properties of the true wave functions; that they 
be as transferable as possible; and that ip is as smooth as possible. In respect 
of the first of these, the phase shift produced by the ionic core is different for 
each angular momentum component of the valence wave function. In order 
that the pseudopotential correctly reproduces scattering outside the core re­
gion, we require in general that our pseudopotential be angular momentum 
dependent, that is
Vps =  ^ 2  |Im) Vi (lm\ . (2.85)
I m
In respect of the requirements of transferability and smoothness, it is 
clear that the smaller the core radius, the better the transferability of the
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pseudopotential. However, for a norm-conserving pseudopotential [51, 52, 
53, 54], for which f r<rc dx (x\ (|ip) (ip\ — |^) (ip\ |r) =  0, a small core radius 
can lead to pseudo wave functions that are no smoother than the true core 
wave function. The first effective pseudopotential method to relax the norm- 
conservation requirement was that of Vanderbilt [55], but I will discuss here 
the related projector augmented wave (PAW) approach of Blochl [14], which 
is used in all my calculations.
The PAW method seeks to improve upon the pseudopotential approach 
by defining an invertible linear operate r  between true and pseudo wave 
functions, such that
'ip =  T'ij) . (2 .8 6 )
This allows one to calculate the true expectation values of dynamical vari­
ables, rather than their pseudopotential approximations, by defining the 
pseudized dynamical variables A = A t such that
{A) =  (ip\A\ip)
= (-iplrT^  A t t  ^I'll)) (2.87)
=  {i’W i ’) •
I will describe in brief the form of the operator r , in order to paint a picture 
of the PAW method, and make a few observations, but as it has not been 
the goal of the work to implement the PAW method, I will not discuss these 
matters in detail.
I adopt Blochl’s own notation [14] here, so let Q, the augmentation re­
gion, be a sphere of radius rc about each ionic core. We then have 'ip = 'ip 
outside fi, so we write
r =  l +  ^ r f l , (2.88)
R
where each t r  is a local, atom-centred contribution, acting solely in the 
region CIr . The sum goes over all atom centres labelled R .  We expand the
real and pseudo valence wave functions within each fIr  in a set of real and
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pseudo partial waves \4>) and 10), with |0) =  (1 +  t r )  \$). We then have
IV’) =  Y ^ c t\4>i)
1 (2.89)
i
within CIr . Since |<f>) = \<j>) outside all the £Ir , we can express the valence 
wave function as
w  = w  -  1^ *)°*+ • (2-9°)
i i
The coefficients are obtained in terms of a set of projector functions
Ci = (pi\i>) , (2.91)
which are dual to the partial waves, i.e.
(Pi\h) = ■ (2.92)
We now have a linear transformation
t  =  1 + £ ( | & > - | & » ( p I  (2.93)
i
between our real and pseudo valence wave function, such that
W  =  \4>) +  - ^  ^  ^  • (2-94)
i
One is free to choose the form of the { p i }  to maximize smoothing of the 
pseudo wave function, and transferability of the parameterisation (the set 
of projectors).
One further note should be made here. It was mentioned in sec. 2.10, 
that there are no Pulay forces in a plane wave basis set. However, when we 
use the PAW method, the locality of the projectors means that Pulay forces 
must be accounted for. Similar corrections will occur in the calculation of 
stresses.
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S =  k i n d
Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906)
Chapter 3
From statistical mechanics to  
thermodynamics
This chapter will consider a variety of approaches, of varying rigour and 
varying difficulty, to the thermodynamics of a system. Each begins with the 
total configurational energy of the system £/({Rj}; {Aj}, Tei) and proceeds 
to a calculation of the free energy of the vibrating lattice.
First of all, in sec. 3 .1 ,1 introduce and discuss important thermodynamic 
quantities, and their relation to statistical mechanics. Sec. 3.2 describes the 
theory of the harmonic lattice. This permits one to calculate the free en­
ergy of a system in the approximation of an interatomic potential quadratic 
in atomic displacements. From this free energy, one can proceed to the 
calculation of other thermodynamic averages.
Sec. 3.3 describes molecular dynamics. This is a general approach to 
the fully anharmonic calculation of thermodynamic averages (the term an- 
harmonic will be defined more clearly later). I also discuss here thermody­
namic integration, a method which permits one to calculate free energies 
from molecular dynamics trajectories.
Finally, sec 3.4 introduces the particle-in-cell (PIC) model of the lattice, 
which purports to approximate the anharmonic free energy of a lattice in a
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highly efficient way.
3.1 Therm odynam ics background
Here I discuss important background concepts in thermodynamics, list some 
of the more important thermodynamic functions of state, explain how they 
relate to a microscopic description, and derive a variety of important rela­
tions between them. While many of these will be familiar to the reader, 
certain of these relations will be of great importance in discussing thermoe­
lasticity in Ch. 4, and they are introduced here to help provide a continuous 
development of the theory.
3.1.1 E n sem b les o f  sy stem s
In this work, I consider the statistical mechanics of systems of constant par­
ticle number N,  at a constant volume V  and temperature T. To understand 
how this is achieved in molecular dynamics (see sec. 3.3), it is important to 
understand the statistical mechanics of both the canonical (constant N , V, T) 
and microcanonical (constant N, V, E) ensembles.
In the canonical ensemble, a system in thermodynamic equilibrium is 
found to be in a state j  of energy Ej with probability
where p = l / k ^ T .  The partition function Z (N,V ,T)  is given by
The measured value of a macroscopic observable at equilibrium is given by
(3.2)
3
A(N,V ,T)  = (A)
(3.3)
3
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where Aj is the value of the observable when the system is in state j.
The Helmholtz free energy is defined as F  =  E  — TS,  and is a minimum 
for a system in the canonical ensemble at thermal equilibrium. From the 
first law of thermodynamics, dE = T dS  — pdV,  we can write
dF = - S d T - p d V  . (3.4)
By using the definition of entropy in the canonical ensemble, we have
s  = - k B Y , P j i * P j
(3.5)
=  —
=  -*B /p -  InZ  
=*• F  = E - T S  = - k BT l n Z  .
3 .1 .2  T h erm od yn am ic  F unctions
We can use the Helmholtz free energy as a starting point to determine all the 
thermodynamic functions we wish, in the canonical ensemble. The goal of 
all the methods described in this section is the calculation of thermodynamic 
functions of state as derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy. I introduce 
some of these functions now. Most of these can be found in a standard 
thermodynamics text, i.e. [56]. From the differential relation (3.4) we have,
— ( £ ) , •
from which we can calculate quantities such as the isothermal and adiabatic 
(isentropic) bulk moduli
* "  •  ~ V  & L  - M
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The total energy of the system is given by
E = l ' £ Ei e~ ^ iz
3
=  _ I ^  =  I * bT2 ^  (3.8)
Z d 0  Z  B dT
( d k i Z \  
\  dT  )= kaT 2 i rr f ' # ^
i.e.
E = F - T ( % ) V ’ (3-9)
which will allow us to calculate quantities such as the heat capacities at
constant pressure or constant volume
»”»
Several other thermodynamic functions will be of interest, and I intro­
duce them now, and derive relations that will permit them to be calculated. 
The thermal volumetric expansivity is defined by
aKTs(M)v- ( 3 -n )
Linear expansivities in inhomogeneous solids will be discussed in the next 
section.
How can we relate the heat capacities at constant volume and tempera­
ture? Beginning from the first law, dq = dE  +  pdV,  one has
^  C P = (H) (3.12)
( d E \  I d V \
~  \ a r ) p + p \ d r ) p '
Comparing this with the chain rule result:
pV
Figure 3.1: Heat cycle.
gives
m .
Using again the first law, dE  = T dS  — pdV, we have
( d E \p+(^jXJ (3.14)
d E \  rT, ( d S \  
d V j T ~  \ d V J T P
= T dpdT
(3.15)
~ P
v
where the Maxwell relation (dS/dy)T  =  (dp/dr)v  follows from taking sec­
ond derivatives of (3.4). Finally we have
c - - c - K * ) v ( S ) ,  (JJ„
=  T V a 2K T •
I can now relate the isothermal and adiabatic heat capacities. Consider 
the cycle shown in fig. 3.1. Along the adiabat AB
along AC
dU = - p d V  ;
d U = dq — pdV  
= CydTi -  pdV  ;
(3.17)
(3.18)
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and along CB
dU = dq
(3.19)
= CpdTj .
We find that
CydT\  +  CpdT2 = 0 . (3.20)
Now, as AC occurs at constant pressure and CB at constant volume, we 
have,
d T \
* \ d V
and
dTl = W ) Pdp ( 3 ' 2 1 )
whence
dT2 = ( S ) v d y ’ (3-22)
C’(f)pdv+M f ) /P=0- ( 3 -2 3 )
Now, recall that dp and dV  here relate to an adiabatic change. Thus
( d p  \  r (dT/dV)p 
\ S V J s ~  P(dT/dp)v  , ,
r ( e p \  (3 ' 24)-  \ d v ) T
or
J T  = T T -  (3-25)J\T Oy
The only important quantity remaining to be introduced is the so-called 
(first) Griineisen parameter, defined
Cv  \ d T j v  
__ V ocK t  _  V a K s 
Cy Cp
We can use this to write down the ratio of specific heats,
(3.26)
T = c t  = %  = (l + a i T ) - (3-27)
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3.1 .3  C lassica l sy stem s
Having defined the Helmholtz free energy and demonstrated how to extract 
thermodynamic functions of interest, we now observe how such quantities are 
calculated for a classical system of N  indistinguishable, interacting particles. 
The microstates of such a system axe labelled by the 6 N  coordinates and 
momenta of the system, and have energy
l? (P i. . .  ptv, R i • • • R n ) = +  U(R i , . . .  Rat) . (3.28)
i
In the case of ab initio simulation at finite temperature, the potential U 
refers to the free-energy of the electron-ion system, with all nuclei static 
on their equilibrium sites. It thus depends on the temperature of the sys­
tem through electronic excitations. Equations (3.2) and (3.28) appear to 
offer a prescription for obtaining the partition function. Before we can do 
this however, we need to decide how many microstates exist in a volume 
d r  =  d3 ArR d3Arp of phase space. From investigating the crossover between 
quantum mechanical and classical systems, one finds that there are
d r  d3ArR d3Arp 
“  h3NN\ ~  h3NN'. ^
microstates in an element d r  of phase space, where the N! accounts for
the fact that the two states generated by permuting two particles are not
distinct. This gives a classical partition function
Z(N ,V ,T )  =  3 * f  d3AfR  [ d3Arpe-0E(p1 ...pw,R1 ...Rw)
j Jf J (3-30)
-  1  /  j S W d  - j 8 I / ( R i , . . . R k )
A3N N \ J  ’
where A =  h/finMk-BT)1/2 is the thermal wavelength. Using (3.5), the 
Helmholtz free energy is then
F  =  ~*Br i n  J d3 AfR e - W Rl’~Rw> j  . (3.31)
It is now useful to separate the free energy into components F = Fperf + 
Fyib, where Fperf =  U (R j . . .  R ^ ) is the free energy of the static lattice. We
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similarly separate U into U ( R i . . .  R^r) =  Fperf +  $ (R i • • • R n )- From this 
point we treat each atom as being distinguishable by lattice site, and thus 
drop the factor of N! from the following expressions. We have
F  =  Fperf +  Fyjb
=  -fcBT ln  J  d3wR e - W R " ' R^ » |  (3.32)
= F p e r f - f c B T l n | ^ h  j  d3ArR e-/9*(R,...Rw) |
Our final separation of components, is between harmonic and anharmonic 
contributions, and is the subject of Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.2.6 I will describe 
departures from the classical description of the lattice.
3.1 .4  Shock ex p erim en ts  —  th e  H ugon iot
An important relation in describing shock-wave experiments is the Rankine- 
Hugoniot equation (see [57] pp. 96-100). This expression allows one to 
compute the pressure-volume and temperature-pressure relations on the so- 
called Hugoniot equation of state: the locus of possible p, V, T) outcomes of 
a shock-wave experiment for given initial conditions po, Vo, To.
In a shock experiment [27], a planar wave front is passed through a 
material, and the volume, pressure and (sometimes) temperature behind 
the wavefront are measured. The Rankine-Hugoniot equations describe this 
process, by assuming that the shock-wave consists of a very short rise-time, 
over which the density of the sample increases sharply, and a very long tail, 
over which the system returns to ambient ambient temperature and pressure. 
It is assumed that behind the shock front, the sample is in equilibrium at 
the higher temperature and pressure. The whole process is taken to be 
adiabatic.
Consider a cylindrical sample of unit cross-section. A shock front passing 
from left to right with velocity Us imparts a left-to-right velocity uv to the 
material behind the front. We make use of conservation of mass, momentum
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and energy to obtain the Rankine-Hugoniot equations.
Consider the sample now in the rest frame of the shock front. We imagine 
matter passing from right to left through the shock front, where it slows from 
a velocity of Us to a velocity of Us — up. By conservation of mass
Uspo =  (Us -  Up)p = p , (3.33)
where po and p are the densities to the right and left of the shock front 
respectively, and p is the rate of flow of mass through the shock front.
The rate of momentum increase of the matter passing through the shock 
front is equal to the difference in force across the shock front. Therefore
p -  Po = pup = UsUpPo- (3.34)
Finally, per unit time, the increase in internal energy, plus the kinetic 
energy imparted to the material must equal the work done by the force 
across the shock front:
PoUs ~ p{Us -  Up )  = p E - E 0 + i(U s -  «p) 2  -  \ u * (3.35)
where Eq and E  are the internal energy per unit mass in front of and behind 
the wave front. This yields
Ul = (p = Po) L ( p - Po )IPo
(3.36)
Writing the specific volume V  =  1 / p, this is equivalent to
U s  =  v ° ( ^ r ^ ) 1 / 2  ■ (3-37)
And using (3.34), we arrive at the Rankine-Hugoniot equation:
E - E o  = \ ( p  + po)(V0 - V )  . (3.38)
A theoretical equation of state for a material can be solved self-consistently 
with the Rankine-Hugoniot equation to eliminate either the temperature or 
volume, and so obtain the pressure-volume and temperature-pressure rela­
tions on the Hugoniot, which can be directly compared with shock-wave 
experiments.
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3.2 Theory of the harmonic lattice
3.2.1 T h erm od yn am ic m otiva tion
I now proceed to a discussion of the use of the harmonic approximation 
to calculate Helmholtz free energies. See for example [2]. As a first step, 
suppose that the free energy of a classical system may be written as a ho­
mogeneous, diagonal quadratic function of some 3N  generalized coordinates 
qi, that is:
In other words, if we can find a set of generalized coordinates in which the 
potential takes, or is approximated by the form (3.39), we can calculate the 
free energy directly by means of (3.40). This section deals with how how to 
find these coordinates.
3.2 .2  E quations o f  m otion
Consider a lattice having some origin, O, and lattice vectors a i, a 2 and a 3 . It 
is comprised of an infinite number of unit cells, which we label 1 =
1 G Z3, having origins at Rj* =  k&i- Each unit cell contains n atoms
(3.39)
Then from (3.32),
Fvib = — /cfiTln | x^v n / d?i exp 2] J
1 /  2'KkftT
A V M(Jf (3.40)
=  3 W l n ^ r -
where we have defined
(3.41)
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with equilibrium positions R s, s E {1 ,2 , . . . ,  n} relative to R°. The position 
relative to O of any equilibrium atomic site in the lattice may then be written 
Rfs =  R f +  R s. If we then displace each atom by a vector uis, the position
For small displacements of the atoms, the potential energy of the system 
may be written as a Taylor expansion in the uik thus:
where /i, v label the Cartesian coordinate axes. The constant 4>o and the 
tensors
(here the subscript 0  indicates evaluation at ujs =  0 ), are defined for a par­
ticular lattice, and are functions of strain. It is clear that 4>iSn,\'s'u depends 
on the cell index 1 only through 1 — 1', and we will make use of the notation
The zeroth-order term in (3.42) can be absorbed into the perfect lattice 
term -Fperf of (3.32), and taken to be zero, while the first-order terms are 
the negatives of the forces on the atoms in their equilibrium positions, and 
are therefore all zero. The harmonic approximation consists in ignoring 
all terms of order ufs or higher and yields, as we shall see, an analytically 
solvable description for many properties of the lattice; therefore our concern 
is with the second-order terms of (3.42).
The second-order terms are defined only for (1, s) /  (1', s ') . To define 
the on-diagonal, or self-interaction terms, we perform a rigid translation of 
the crystal, u\sll = vv V 1, s. Clearly the resulting forces must be zero:
of each atom under such displacements is Ris= R ^+uis.
$  =  $ 0  +  ^  ^suVs'uUXsnUys'v +
(3.43)
and
(3.44)
(3.45)
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and so
=  — ^  • (3.46)
(i',«')#0 »«)
The second-order coefficients axe now well defined, and we have the equa­
tions of motion,
=  ^  *&\sii,Vs'v^Vs'v • (3.47)
V s'v
We seek solutions of the form
~  •^s/»(k)eik le*“< (3.48)
for wave vector k.
3.2 .3  D y n a m ica l m atrix
Substitution of the trial solution (3.48) into the equation of motion (3.47) 
yields
- u 2m sA Sfi{k) +  ] T  $*"1'v e_tk-(1_1')As/l/(k) =  0 . (3.49)
Vs'u
The sum over lattice vectors may be performed in terms of L =  1 — 1'. Writ­
ing
4 V ,sv (k ) =  Y , * w v ( k ) e - ikx (3-50)
L
we have the equation in matrix form
^kAk = w2MAk (3.51)
where M  =  diag(mi, mi, mi, m 2 , . . . ) ,  and <&k and Ak are the similarly 
constructed 3n x 3n matrices with elements 4 >s/M'i/(k) and As/Mv(k) re­
spectively. By writing ek =  M 1//2Ak and Dk = M _ 1/ 2 $ k M -1/2, we have 
the eigenvalue equation
Dk©k — • (3.52)
Dk is called the dynamical matrix, and has elements
=  (3-53)
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(?)D k is clearly Hermitian; therefore the eigenvectors ek form an orthonormal
set. We also note that
D k =  D!_k , (3.54)
so that the complex conjugate of (3.52) is
(D i -  l . u , y  e“ * =  (D _k -  l . u l j )  e« *  =  0 , (3.55)
where j  runs over eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a given k , i.e. over 
branches. Further,
The general solution of the equations of motion, written as a linear com­
bination of elementary solutions (3.48) is
3 .2 .4  Fourier transform  on  a la ttice
Before we can introduce normal coordinates, we must first define what is 
meant by a the Fourier transform of a function defined over a lattice. A 
function on an n-dimensional lattice is a map /  : Zn —»• R  : 1 (->• f\ = 
F h , h , - , h  where 1 =  (h ,h ,  • • • J n )  f o r  £  Z. Consider first a
function /  with period N  on a one-dimensional lattice.
P ro p o sitio n  1 . fi may be written in terms of the discrete Fourier transform
(3.56)
whence
w - k  ,j — w k ,j
(3.57)
, i .2njl /N (3.59)
with inverse
i .2irj l /N (3.60)
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Proof. Establish first that /  has the correct periodicity.
N
i N
= - j =  (3.61)
3= 1
= = *  ■
Next we check that the inverse transform of /  gives / .  
N  N
J =  Y , h * * " l l s  = Y . f *
ViV i—i z'=i
1 N  
N ^
3= 1
(3.62)
j=J
Write A =  exp[i.27r(Z -  l ')/N\. If Z =  Z' A =  1. Now we consider I /  then
J . y '  i.2* x i - n / N  . i f v -  i  A(i -  aw)
j v 2 ^ e AT N  i _ A  w Jj=l .7 = 1
for the sum of a geometric series, since XN = exp[i.27r(/ — I1) = 0, we have
_L ^  e i * * H t - n / N  =  g u , (3.64)
j - 1
and thus
=  f l -  (3-65)
□
Now we extend to a three-dimensional lattice. We consider a periodic 
function Fi1+nui2j3 = i'l1)j2>j3 =  /i, taking jV =  N i N2N3 values.
P ro p o sitio n  2. /i may be written in terms of the discrete Fourier transform
f' = ~ m  E  ^ eikl (3-66>
v ^ v i fta z
with inverse
h  =  ^ E f c ~ i k l - (3-67)
Here B Z  denotes the set of all points in the first Brillouin zone.
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Proof. By performing discrete Fourier transforms with respect to the vari­
ables Zi, I2  and Z3 , one can write
f\  =  Fh M z
! Ni n 2 n 3 (3.68)_ _______  \  \  \  E1 pi-2-n{g\l\/Ni+g2l2/N2+gzh/Nz)
~  V m m m  ^  ^  ^  919293
V 1 * 51 =  1 3 2 = 1 5 3 = 1
Now, for k € B Z
(3.69)
=  27t(piZi/AT1 +  g2h / N 2 +  P3Z3/-ZV3) 5
therefore
/'TTjS E  A * "  (3-70>
v vkefiz
where /k  =  Fgig2g3. The inverse transform can be similarly derived by 
considering one-dimensional inverse transforms of Fgig293 w.r.t. pi, p2 and 
93' □
3.2 .5  N orm al coord in ates
The sum in equation (3.58) goes over all pairs of wavevectors k, —k, therefore 
we may express the second term as a sum over k' =  — k. Then, introducing 
the complex normal coordinates
= V N  ( C ^ e ' ^  + > (3-71)
we have
uUfl(t) = £ 9 kj.(i)e«(k)ei k l . (3.72)
VNTTIs kj
Since the q^j are complex, there appear to be 6 N  independent, real normal 
coordinates. From (3.71), however, we have
9-kj  — Qkj j (3.73)
giving us the expected 3N  real coordinates.
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We recognize the sum in (3.72) as a discrete Fourier transform, and so 
applying the inverse, we have
1 2  u'‘t>e ,k'‘ =  ^  1 2
=► = (3J4)
1 sn  V j  sn
= 9kj'(t) ,
by the orthogonality of the eigenvectors.
The expression (3.71) clearly shows that the q^j satisfy the equations of 
motion for a set of independent harmonic oscillators
9 kj +  w&jQkj = 0 • (3.75)
As discussed in sec. 3.2.1, the lead directly to the free energy by
^Vib =  ksT 12 In • <3'76)
i f  k*T
To calculate the free energy in a harmonic lattice, it is therefore nec­
essary first to calculate the elements of secondly to calculate the
dynamical matrix by a discrete Fourier transform, and finally to find the 
eigenvalues A discussion of how this has been achieved in practice will 
take place in ch. 6 .
3 .2 .6  Q uan tum  la ttice  corrections
If the physics of the ionic lattice cannot be described successfully using 
classical mechanics, one must adopt a quantum mechanical approach. Us­
ing PREM data [21], the Debye temperature of solid Fe at the inner core 
boundery is 620 K, which is well-below inner-core temperatures; hence non- 
classical lattice effects will not be relevant to inner-core physics. However, I 
report elastic results at a wide range of temperatures, down to zero. When­
ever I do this, I will examine the possible size of quantum lattice corrections 
in the following way.
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Quantum lattice corrections are most significant at low temperature. By 
demonstrating that a given set of measurements are unaffected by quantum 
lattice effects at zero temperature, I demonstrate that a classical description 
will be in general correctly describe those measurements. The zero temper­
ature quantum lattice corrections to the energy are simply the energy of the 
zero-point vibrations of the lattice:
If at zero temperature the effect of making this correction to the energy of 
the lattice is small, then quantum lattice corrections can safely be regarded 
as negligible.
3.3 M olecular dynam ics simulation
3.3.1 T h erm od yn am ic  m otivation
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful and general method of calculating 
thermodynamics functions for a system, while fully including the effect of 
anharmonic terms in the interatomic potential. It is also useful in cases such 
as fluids, where a Taylor expansion (3.42) of the potential is not meaningful. 
Whilst MD is therefore a very powerful and general technique in principle, it 
is comparatively expensive in terms of computational resources, compared 
with harmonic theory.
The idea of molecular dynamics, is that the properties of a system of 
atoms in correlated motion, are simulated by numerically integrating the 
equations of motion of the atoms. If these trajectories densely cover the 
constant-energy surface (an assumption known as the ergodic hypothesis), 
then in the limit of very long simulations, the time-averaged values of ther­
modynamic variables such as the pressure will equal their ensemble-averaged 
values.
(3.77)
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3.3 .2  E q u ation s o f  m o tio n
Given a Hamiltonian function i / ( R i . . .  R jv, Pi • • • Pat), we have the equa­
tions of motion
dp j _  dH
dt dKi (‘X 7^
dR i _dH_  ( >
dt dp i
By specifying initial values of the R* and p*, one can numerically integrate
(3.78) to give a phase-space trajectory T(t). A popular method, and one 
employed throughout these MD calculations is the velocity Verlet algorithm 
(VVA) [4],
We begin by performing a Taylor expansion of the positions r  about a 
time t:
r (t 4- St) = r (t) + v(t)St 4 - (t)6t2z
r (t — St) = r (t) — 4- (t)St2 .z
(3.79)
Eliminating v(t), we have
r(^ 4 - St) = 2 r (t) +  a (t)St2 — r (t — St). (3.80)
This is the standard Verlet algorithm (VA). The velocities are not required
to calculate the trajectories, but they can be calculated using
= r(t + St) - , ( « _ « )  . (3 .81)
2  dt
Equation (3.80) is correct except for errors of order St4; however the ve­
locities of (3.81) contain errors of order St2. An approach which produces 
identical trajectories, is the velocity Verlet algorithm, used in this work:
r (t 4- St) = r(t) -I- Stv(t) 4- i St2a.(t) (3.82)z
v(t  +  St) = v(£) -|- i St[a.(t) +  a (t + ^ )] . (3.83)
By forming the corresponding expressions for r(t) and v(t), and substituting
them into (3.82), it is straightforward to see that the VVA and the VA 
produce identical trajectories.
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3.3 .3  In stan tan eou s variables
To calculate a particular time average, it is necessary to define an instanta­
neous thermodynamic variable, which we can then average over the length 
of the trajectory. Here we consider the pressure. The first law of thermody­
namics states that
dU = T dS  -  pdV  , (3.84)
Writing the Helmholtz free energy as F = U — TS,  we have
dF = dU -  T dS  -  SdT  
= - p d V  -  SdT  ,
whence
therefore
F = - f c BT l n | | ^  I  d3*X e- ^ < i x '- “ A-lJ .
I d3NXe~0u \  x . . .
V ' N 
A3
N k BT  / ( d U \
(3.85)
p = ~ ( w ) T - (386)
Consider now a cubic cell of side L. The free energy F  is given by
F = -fcBT ln  J  d3 A'R <r'w(Rl '-R''> j  . (3.87)
Making a change of variables R  =  LX, we have
V N
(3.88)
(3.89)
V \ \  d V ) Tt
We now have the pressure p expressed as an ensemble average of the 
derivative of the potential energy U. Using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
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) . (3.92)
(and Pulay corrections where necessary) in ab initio techniques, or expres­
sions for the derivatives of an empirical potential in classical techniques, it 
is possible to compute dU /dV  for a given atomic configuration. We can 
therefore define an instantaneous pressure,
P (R 1 . . . R n ) =  ^ S ^ - ^ U ( R i . . . R 1v) ,  (3.90)
such that the true pressure is given by the ensemble average
p =  (V) . (3.91)
In density functional theory, for example, the quantity dU/dV  can be com­
puted by an analogue of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem (see Ch. 2 for a 
discussion of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for forces), which tells us that
dH  
dV
In analogy with the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for forces, there will be 
Pulay-like corrections in a finite basis which depends explicitly on V, such 
as plane waves.
3 .3 .4  T h e ergod ic  h yp oth esis
As stated already, molecular dynamics does not permit us directly to per­
form an ensemble average of thermodynamic functions; however Liouville’s 
theorem guarantees that under certain conditions (ergodic), time-averaging 
and ensemble averaging will be equivalent [58]. The ergodic hypothesis itself 
consists in asserting that a given phase-space trajectory of a system densely 
covers the constant-energy surface in phase space. While this is true for a 
very wide range of systems, it is instructive to note the effect of the ergodic 
hypothesis not holding.
In the harmonic approximation, normal modes obey an equation of mo­
tion
Qkj =  0 • (3.93)
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Figure 3.2: Probability distribution for a normal mode in a harmonic lattice. 
The bimodal curve represents time averaging, while the bell curve represents 
ensemble averaging.
It is immediately apparent, that energy cannot be transferred between nor­
mal modes of a harmonic lattice, and that therefore the constant-energy 
surface in phase space at a given total energy H  is not densely covered. 
What effect does this have on the difference between time and ensemble 
averaging? If we were to perform an MD simulation of a crystal, and study 
the probability distribution of a normal mode such as q^j, we find that
which has the bimodal form shown in fig. 3.2. If however, one applies a 
Boltzmann distribution to the possible values of q^j, the result is very dif-
Qk.j
1 (3.94)
ferent.
P ( Q k j )  oa exp[-(3U{qkj)]
oc exp - \ p m u ) 2qlj
(3.95)
This bell curve is also shown in fig. 3.2. We see that the probability distribu­
tion for a normal mode of a harmonic system is very differently predicted by 
time and ensemble averaging, because of the non-ergodicity of the harmonic 
lattice.
A system of particles with an anharmonic potential coupling is not de- 
scribable in terms of completely separable components. This means that one 
cannot in general describe a normal coordinate, which will conserve energy, 
and be thus restricted to a particular region of phase-space in the sense de­
scribed above; therefore in an anharmonic system there is no such barrier to 
a trajectory densely covering phase space and therefore violating the ergodic 
hypothesis.
3.3 .5  E n sem b les
Accepting the ergodic hypothesis, then, the time-averaged values of instan­
taneous thermodynamic variables in a constant energy simulation, should 
correctly predict the same thermodynamic variables in a microcanonical 
ensemble average. Frequently, however, we axe interested in a system at 
constant temperature, free to exchange energy with its environment. We 
therefore require a way of allowing energy to enter and leave our simulation. 
A t h e r m o s t a t  is a mechanism designed to do this; there are a number prac­
tical thermostats available, and the one described here is due to Andersen.
Andersen [59] proves that under quite general conditions, it is possible 
to produce (N, V, T) ensemble averages from the time-averaged quantities 
in a molecular dynamics simulation using the following method, based on 
stochastic collisions. Firstly, two parameters are chosen: a temperature T,
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and a collision rate, v. For every particle in the system, a set of collision 
times is generated in advance, using the following distribution of time inter­
vals t
P(t) = uexp[—i/t] . (3.96)
At each collision time, the particle is given a momentum chosen at random 
from a Boltzmann distribution at temperature T:
P(p) oc exp[—p2/2mkBT\  . (3.97)
The collision rate v will not affect the ultimate value of thermodynamic vari­
ables calculated in this way, but should be viewed as a parameter affecting 
optimization; a statistically meaningful average requires that v~l be small 
with respect to the length of simulation.
3.3.6 T h erm od yn am ic  in tegration  and free energy
Throughout Ch. 5, comparisons are made between my results and the ab ini­
tio calculations of many thermodynamic quantities of inner-core iron made 
by [34], and these results are regarded as being accurate, anharmonic ab ini­
tio results, free from uncontrolled errors. The results in question are based 
on free energy calculations, and given their importance to this work, it is 
appropriate here to discuss the theory behind these calculations.
The free energy is a difficult quantity to calculate in molecular dynamics, 
as there is no corresponding instantaneous variable to be averaged. Given 
a reference system of known free energy Fo, however, the free energy Pi of 
an ab initio system can be calculated using the method of thermodynamic 
integration [58].
Suppose the many-body potential energy functions of our reference and 
ab initio systems are ?7o(Ri, • • • > Rat) and t / i ( R i , . . . ,  Rat) respectively. We 
may define the A-family of systems having potential energy functions
Ux(Ru  • • •, Rat) =  ( 1  — A)I/o(Ri5 • • •, Rat) +  . . . ,  Rat) . (3.98)
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1 [  f \ 3 N - R p - 0 U x ( R 1, . . . ,K N )
n \a 3N J (3.100)
Each such system having a partition function
ZX(N,V,T) = / 'd 3 A'R e - ,3^ (R‘....R"'> (3.99)
and a free energy
FX(N,V,T ) = - k BT ln
Using this family of systems, one can define the derivative
( ? * ± \  =  _ fe T  1 ( d Z x (N ,V ,T ) \
\  )  N,V,T Z \{N ,V ,T )  \  d \  )  N,V,T
_  f  d3NR ( d U \ ( R i , R N)/d \ )  exp[-/3Ux(R u  ■ ■ ■, R-at)] 
/ d 3 JVRexp[-/?C/A(R 1 , . . . , R JV)] 
=  / dU x(N ,V ,T) \
\  9X h
= {U1( N , V , T ) - U 0(N,V ,T ))X , 
(3.101) 
where ()A denotes an average in the A ensemble. As this is a thermodynamic 
average, it can be directly calculated using molecular dynamics, where the 
force on the tth atom in the A ensemble in a given configuration is 
/ f  ( R i , . . . ,  R n ) = ( 1  -  A)/£>(Ri, . . .  , R n ) -  A / f ’f R i , . . . ,  R w) . (3.102) 
The free energy of the ab initio system is then (independently of the reference 
system)
Fi (N , V, T) =  F0(N, V, T ) +  J  dA ^  j
N , V , T
E0 (iV,F,T)+ C  dA (Ui(N,V,T)  -  Uo(N, V,T))X . 
Jo
(3.103)
r
Therefore, given a known Fo(N, V, T), one may perform a set of molecu­
lar dynamics simulations for different values of the parameter A (that is, 
trajectories evolved by the forces {/j^}), and form the integral (3.103).
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3.4 The particle-in-cell approxim ation
3.4.1 P rin cip les
The particle-in-cell (PIC) approximation [3, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] is one of any 
number of methods which seek to include the effects of anharmonicity in 
a less computationally intensive framework than molecular dynamics. It 
is a mean field method, and we begin our consideration with the partition 
function of a classical system of distinguishable particles in thermal contact 
with its environment
Z(N, V,T) =  ^  [  d3ArR e - ^ Rl’->R^)
(3.104)
d3 ^ R <e_^^(Rl>"-,RN)
where U(R i , . . . ,  R;v) =  Fperf+$(Ri> • • • > Rat) is the potential energy of the 
particles, including the perfect lattice term Fperf =  U(R ° , . . . ,  R ^). Denote
Zpert(N, V, T) = (3.105)
and
ZvibW V,T) =  Jd3 * R e " ^ (Rl’- ’R*) . (3.106)
An integral such as (3.106), in 3N variables, cannot be calculated directly 
by numerical quadrature, which is why there exist such indirect methods 
as molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulation, and the harmonic ap­
proximation, which renders an analytic solution to an approximation of the 
problem.
An alternative to the above techniques, however, is to make approxima­
tions which will allow (3.106) to be evaluated more easily. The essential
purpose of mean field techniques, is to reduce the effective dimensionality
of the integral, and the PIC method is such a technique. The PIC method 
proceeds by eliminating the effects of interatomic correlations. There is no 
particular argument to support the assumption that such correlations are
A3N
a PFperf/
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negligible, so no attempt will be made to support this further, except to 
refer the reader to the several studies which have shown empirical support 
for the PIC model in certain systems [60, 61, 62, 63].
We neglect correlation by assuming that the potential $  can be separated 
into terms for each atom
$ ( R i , . . . ,  R n ) =  0i(R-i) +  • • • +  </>Ar(R;v) . (3.107)
There is clearly no one way to decide upon the form of the functions 0i(Ri), 
but the PIC model defines
M*U) = * (R “. • • • ,R«, • • • ,R?r) , (3.108)
where Rj is restricted to the Wigner-Sietz cell containing atom i. In the 
h.c.p. structure, all atoms are equivalent under the point symmetry opera­
tions of the lattice; therefore all (ps are equal, and the result is
Z $ j° { N ,V ,T )=  J  d3NRe-0*(Rl>->R*)
=  J  d3* R e -W R l)+ "-+*(R*)] (3.109)
=  [ /  d3 R e -W R)
Here all integrals go over the Wigner-Sietz cell of the atom in question. This 
gives a free energy of
i^ b C =  -^B^lnZvib
= - N k BT  In J  d3 R e_w(R) (3.110)
=  I f f 53? ,
where is the vibrational contribution per atom to the free energy in 
the PIC model.
In principle, therefore, is calculated by forming a parameterized
potential <f>{R) over the Wigner-Sietz cell of an “wanderer” atom, being 
the increased energy of the lattice when the wanderer is at R, and the
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Figure 3.3: hep lattice showing x, y and z axes.
remaining atoms are on their equilibrium lattice sites. In practice, we must 
use a supercell geometry, and systematically increase the periodicity of the 
superlattice until 0(r) becomes consistent. For an I x m  x n supercell,
0 /m n  ( r ) =  UImn  ( R i  ? • • • ? 5 • • • ? ) — UImn  ( R i  j • • • > R *  ? • • • ? N  ) •
(3.111)
and 0 (r) =  lim ^^^—^oo (f>imn  { ( * ) } •
This leaves the question of the representation of 0(R). Since (f>(R) is 
a short-ranged function, I write it as a Taylor expansion. Note that 
is dominated by the small-0 centre of the Wigner-Sietz cell. By definition, 
0(0) =  0, and the forces disappear at equilibrium meaning 07(O) =  0. This 
means I require a polynomial in R, zeroth- and first-order terms zero. The 
principal simplifying observation I use is that 0(R) must satisfy the point- 
group symmetries of the lattice.
3.4 .2  T h e p a rtic le  in  ce ll m od el for th e  h .c .p . la ttice
I now consider the particular form of the cell potential for the hep lattice, 
as I will be particularly concerned with hep Fe here. This section represents 
original work by the author. The hep lattice, with the x , y and z axes 
labelled, is shown in Fig. 3.3 The generators of the h.c.p. symmetries are: 
reflection in the x-y plane, reflection in the y-z plane, and rotation of 27r/3 
about the z-axis. These operations can be represented by, respectively,
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matrices Mx-y, My-Z and M27r/ 3  s.t. R h R ' =  M R. These matrices may­
be written:
/  i n q ^
0  
- 1
M x-y
1 0
0  1 
0  0 /
M.y-z —
- 1 0  0 ^ 
0  1 0  
0  0  1
(3.112)
/
—  -  ^  02 2 U
_ 1  Q 
2 2 U
V o o /
For a function <^ >(R) to be said to be invariant under a group of symmetries, 
it is sufficient that </>(R) be invariant under the action of all the generators
M : 4>{R) i—y <//(R) =  0 (M _ 1 R). Obviously, M~} =  Mx.y and Af“ J =r — 1
My-Z, while
M2t t /3 ^ 2 tt/3
V
(3.113)
/
0  
0
0  0  1
I represent 0(R) by a polynomial expansion. Taking each order in turn, 
I calculate and equate </>(R) and <//(R). By equating corresponding coef­
ficients, we are able to express 0 (R) quite generally using a few invariant 
terms. This is done here explicitly for all orders n < 4. To facilitate this I 
adopt the following notation:
<f>{R) = Cara +  Caprarp +  CapyrarpTy +  Capysrarpryrs H , (3.114)
where a < < 7  < 8 are summed where repeated, over the three Cartesian
coordinates axes.
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First order. No terms of first order are symmetric under the three M  
matrices. That terms in x  and 0  vanish is obvious:
Cxx  = Cxx' = —Cxx  (3.115)
=>CX = 0 (3.116)
and similarly for Cz. For Cy, we need M27r/3 :
C x X ~t" CyU =  C x X “ t-  CyU
= \  [~Gx (x + V^y) + c v (V3x -  v)\ .
thus Cx =  - i ( C I - v/3C„) =► Cy = ^3 C x
and Cy = ~^{y/^Cx +  Cy) =£• Cx = —y/3Cy
and so Cy = —Cy = 0  .
(3.117)
Before going further, we note that only the whole function </>(R) is in­
variant under the cell symmetries. In the preceding, I treated the action 
of Mx-y on Czz and My-Z on Cxx  separately, but treated the behaviour of 
M27r/ 3  on the sum Cxx  +  Cyy. In general, I can treat separately any variable
or group of variables which is not mixed with any others under the action
of the matrix in question. It is also perfectly permissible to treat separately 
terms of different order.
Second order. All cross terms (terms in xy, xz  or yz) vanish, as they 
contain only single powers of y. The z2 term is not mixed with any other 
under the action of any matrix, so exists independently. We consider sum
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of the remaining terms under the action of M2lT/ 3 :
Cx2 X2 + Cyiy2 = CX2 X12 + Cyiy12 (3.118)
= i [  Cx,(x  + y/3y)2 + Cy* ( y / 3 x - y ) 2] (3.119)
=  i [ x 2(Cx 2 +  3Cj,2) +  2J3xy(Cx2 + 3Cyi) (3.120)
+V2(3CX2 + Cy2)] (3.121)
=> CX2 = Cy2 . (3.122)
Third order. Terms not eliminated by Mx-y and My.z are those in x 2y, 
y3 and yz2. Cyz2 =  0 by the argument of (3.117). Under the action of M27r/ 3
Cx2yx 2y +  Cysy3 =  Cx2yx'2y' +  Cy3yfS
= \ y $ x z{cX2,6y
+ 3 Cy3 ) +  x 2y(bCx2y — 9Cyz) 
+y/3xy2(Cx2y +  3Cy3) 
+y3(—3Cx2y -  Cy3)]
(3.123)
=> CX2y = ~3Cy3 .
Fourth order. Terms not eliminated by Mx-y and My.z are those in x4, 
y 4, z 4, x 2y 2, x 2z 2 and y 2z 2 . z 4 is independent. As z is not mixed with x  
and y  under the action of M27r/ 3 , we first consider
C xa x 4 +  Cx2y2 x 2y 2 +  C yA y 4 =  C xa x'4 +  Cx2 y 2 x'2y'2 +  C yA y'4
Al= te[Cx*(x + V3y)*
+CX2y2 (x +  y/Sy)2(y/3x -  y)2 
+Cy4(y/3x -  y)4]
=  + 3 C x2y2 +  9 C yA)
+ y 4{9CxA +  3 C x2y2 +  C yA)
+ other terms] 
thus 160*4 =  C xa +  3 C x2y2 +  9Cy4
and lQCyA — 9C xa -I- 3 C x2y2 -I- C yA
^  C X2y2 =  2 C xA =  2 C yA .
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(3.124)
Lastly, it should be clear from our second-order analysis, that CX2 Z 2 = Cy2 z2 . 
To fourth order, therefore, our potential looks like
m )  = K ^ ( x 2 + y2) +  K (2)z 2 +  -  3x 2y)
+  K ^ ( x 2 +  y2)2 + K f \ x 2 + y*)z2 + K ^ z 4 .
(3.125)
3.4 .3  T h e harm onic lim it in P IC
It will become important later to study the separate contributions to the 
free energy of the harmonic and anharmonic components of this potential. 
We define the harmonic potential
0h(R ) =  K W { x 2 +  y 2 ) +  K f ) z 2 
=  \ Mujl ( x2 +  y2) +  \ M(4 z 2 ,
(3.126)
and the anharmonic potential
0 ah(R) =  </>(R) ~ 0 h(R)
=  K ^ ( y 3 -  3x 2y)  +  K ^ \ x 2 +  y 2)2 +  K ^ \ x 2 +  y 2) z 2 -1- K ^ z 4
(3.127)
to fourth order. With these definitions, the PIC free energy per atom in the 
harmonic limit is given by
/ f IC =  -ArBT ln  j y  d3 R e- ^ h(R) j
= kBT 2  In 7 -%  + In
= 3kBT \n
kBT  kBT  
hu
(3.128)
kBT  ’
where we have defined the logarithmic mean frequency
lnu; =  - ( 2  lnu ;0  +  lnu;*,)
or
2 . .  \ l / 3w =  { ^ b )
(3.129)
(3.130)
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3 .4 .4  A n h arm on ic ity
The anharmonic free energy is defined to be
rPIC _  fPIC _  fPIC 
/a h  — /  vib /  h
[ r d 3 R e ~ ^ h(R)e_^ ah(R) ]
=  -feBT l n |  J d 3R«-^h(R) )  3^131)
where ()h denotes an expectation value in the ensemble described by </>h(R). 
We can expand both the logarithm and the exponential here in powers of 
temperature. In order to get the order of expansion under control, we first 
evaluate the terms (</>™h)h - In what follows, we plan to keep only terms of 
order T 2. A general result, obtained by parametric differentiation of the 
Gaussian integral
F e~a*2d x = J -  (3.132)V a
is
/: x2ne ax2dx = ( n  -  i )  f n -  ^ ) • • • - £ —r , (3.133)
»oo
while
/00 X2n+le-ax*dx = q (3.134)
We need terms of the following form, where we for generality write ux, uy 
and uz in place of u a and u;&:
- l
3 (3.135)
f32M 2u 4 ’
(x2y2)h = p M 2U2U2 ; <3136)
= ; (3'137)
<*V >„ = ■ (3-138)
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Using these results, we obtain
(</>ah)h =  Kia ] { x 4 +  V4 +  2 X2V2)
+ K ^  ( x 2z 2 +  y 2z 2) +  (z4)
/32M 2
12K'a(4)
w: +
K,(4)
+
3 K t(4)
(3.139)
(xl
(3.140)
For terms in (</>2), we need only consider the cubic term
K (3)) y3 -  3a:2?/)2 ^  =  (lT(3))  (?/6 -  6a:2?/4 +  9x4y2)
24 (tf(3>)2 
(33M 3u% '
Thus, we have a term in T 7/2, and a term in T9/2. Now we perform our 
expansion. Firstly, we have
/ S C = - * Br  In 1 1 -  P Wah) +  {<?) -  +
Using the expansion
}■
(3.141)
ln(l + x) = x — \-x2 +  ^a:4 — I- 
z o
(3.142)
we obtain
f $ c = ( M  -  |  <A )  +  O (T3)
k l T 2
M 2
12 i f l4) ■(4)
w;
+
2 1
+ (Xl M u \J
+  0 ( T 3) (3.143)
= dT2 +  O (T3) .
So, I find that the anharmonic free energy may be expressed as a power 
series in T. In my calculations, I shall be able to compare the explicit power- 
series representation given here, with the results of a numerical evaluation 
of the integral in (3.110) of Sec. 3.4.1.
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Chapter 4
Reality is the leading cause of 
stress for those in touch with it.
Jane Wagner (1935-)
The theory of elasticity 
under stress
4.1 Introduction
As described in Ch. 1, one of the chief aims of this work is to understand 
the observed seismic anisotropy of the inner core, by computing the elastic 
constants of hep iron at inner-core conditions of pressure and temperature, 
and relating this to the anisotropy of elastic-wave velocity. Here I set out the 
very involved theory of elasticity of materials under stress. I then discuss 
the relation between the isothermal elastic constants I calculate and the 
adiabatic constants relevant to elastic wave propagation, and the elastic 
properties of inhomogeneous media.
When an inhomogeneous crystal is squeezed along any of its axes, it de­
forms in all directions. The theory of elasticity describes the stress-strain 
relationships between the various, inequivalent axes of anisotropic crystals. 
To do this, it is necessary to adopt a tensor notation. I use an indicial no­
tation, where Greek indices are used to denote Cartesian components of a 
tensor. I also use the summation notation, whereby any Greek index ap­
pearing twice in a term is to be summed over all possible values. I frequently
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refer to a tensor by some general component, i.e. aa. After discussing the 
derivation of the elastic moduli in a crystal, I discuss the propagation of 
sound in inhomogeneous media, and the elastic properties of polycrystals.
4.2 Elastic Theory
This discussion follows principally the arguments of [65] and [66]; however 
the notation differs.
4.2.1 S train
A homogeneous deformation of a crystal is a rank-two tensor uap which 
maps a point in space ra onto a point r'a =  (8ap +  uap)rp. If we decompose 
uap into symmetric and antisymmetric contributions
= <Wld Wcip = /^3a) i (4*1)
then £ap is called the strain. A comment should be made about this choice, 
as it is not the only possible definition of strain. A purely rotational defor­
mation results in no change of elastic energy in the crystal. An irrotational 
deformation is one which contains no rotational component. The above 
definition of strain is irrotational to first order; that is, the energy change 
associated with u Qp is second order in u>ap. It is possible to define a purely 
irrotational strain (the so-called Lagrangian strain, denoted rjap), which is, 
perhaps, a more natural definition; however it is more mathematically awk­
ward to work with, so I do not use this.
To summarize: for our purposes, a strain eap on a lattice L is a symmetric 
tensor eap : L L, ra h-* {8ap +  eap)rp.
4.2 .2  S tress
For any given configuration (label it A) of a lattice, the stress can be defined. 
Applying an infinitesimal deformation duQp =  deap + duap yields a change
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dW  in the internal energy per primitive cell of the crystal. The stress in the 
initial configuration A  is given by
that under this choice of sign convention, the pressure p = —Cafi^afi/^- 
The negative of the stress tensor is sometimes called the pressure tensor 
Pafi =  — &afi-
4.2 .3  E lastic  con sta n ts  from  free energy
The stress tensor in a given lattice may be calculated analytically for an 
empirical potential, or by a generalisation of the Hellman-Feynman formula, 
for ab initio techniques. Some techniques, however, such as harmonic theory, 
or the particle-in-cell model, calculate only free energies, and it is necessary 
to determine how to relate the stress-strain and energy-strain characteristics 
of a lattice. Here the strains can be taken to be applied at either constant 
temperature or constant entropy. The relationship between the two sets of 
constants — isothermal and adiabatic — is the the subject of sec. 4.5.
We define a reference configuration A  and a final configuration B, con­
nected by a deformation tensor uap. About B  we make a further deformation 
vap, which carries the lattice to a configuration C. The total deformation 
relative to A  is
where V A is the volume of the primitive cell in the configuration A. Note
W a p  =  Va0 o  U a p  
^  $afi 4" OJafi =  (^aj “I” <^2 7 ) {fi'yfi 4" 'O'yfi) 
'OJa.fi =  u afi 4” 'Oafi ^(*7 ^ 7 /?
(4.3)
The free energy difference can be Taylor expanded 
W c  -  W A 1
u a f i  w OiP t  ^ c t f i a T ^ a f i w  CTT + (4.4)
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where S ^ aT = S£Tap. The stress in configuration B  is given by
B 1 ( d W c ]
V B va™ Q \d v aB /
= d + ^ ) - 1^ „ H m 0{ | £ }
d
=  ( 1  -  S k X u k X )  lim  ----  < v (* V  +  +  Vy*V)
va p-+0 Ctva p  L
+  ~  S ^ l l / a T (UfjLI/  +  +  V n y l l r y i , )  ( u a T  +  V a T  +  V a p U p T )
=  ( 1  -  6 k X U k X )  [ (7 * 0  +  ( S a p a r  +  g £ t S P<t ) u ctt\
=» GaP = Gip  +  {Stfar ~ Gap5ar +  a£T6pa)uaT • (4.6)
In the above, we have neglected terms of order u2 and higher, and have 
employed the symmetry SapaT = SaTap.
Before continuing, it is necessary to derive some basic properties of the 
SaPar- We consider a system in a state A  subjected to an arbitrary strain 
ua[3 , and an infinitesimal rotation u)ap- Recalling that ujap = —upa, the
change in the free energy may be written
_ L ( V ^  -  W A ) =  (JA0 ( u a/3 +  u a p  +  U a ^ U j p )  • • •
1 
2
and, by permutation of indices,
y x i W  -  W A ) =  °apiuap -  uPa ~ U^U^p) • • • 
1
+ o ^ aPar{uaP +  Uap)(uaT +  UJaT) +
(4.7)
4“ 2  ^ aPcTT( u a P  ^pa)iucrT Wra)
(4.8)
Rotational invariance means that that (4.7) and (4.8) are independent of 
u>ap to first order. Differentiating both expressions and adding, one obtains 
(with some relabelling of indices)
Gip -  °p* +  -  GpJaa  +  S A0(TT -  SfiaT(T\ uaT +  0 (u 2) =  0  . (4.9)
This expression holds for arbitrary uap, therefore (dropping the label A)
Gap = GPa (4-10)
GarSPcr ~ GpJoca +  S Apar ~ S$aTa = 0 . (4.11)
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We now wish to write (4.6) in terms of the strain, and so we make the 
substitution uap = £ap +  u}ap . Recalling that uap is antisymmetric,
=  S a f i a r i ^ c r T  4 “  ~~ O 4 "  & a t ^ S c t C ^ c t t  “ I"  & a r )  • ( 4 * 1 2 )
Treating the terms in ujap first, we have
^ G t f i a T ^ P T  ^ a [ } < T T ^ T (T
= ~Saf}TCTUJ<rT
1 A A  ( 4 ’ 1 3 )^  SapaTM<TT 2 ^ a^ T ~ ^Ct^ T(r)^ CFT
=  (7p TUJaT  ,
where we have used (4.10) and (4.11) in the last step, and some relabelling 
of indices. This gives
= aap +  ca0ar£crT +  (<J#T6a<T +  (4.14)
where
ca/3ar = Sa0crr ~ ^afiS<rr +  ^ar<W (4.15)
The above equation (4.15) defines the elastic constants cApaT for deforma­
tions about a configuration A  which is subject to arbitrary initial stress. It 
must be noted that due to the directional (specifically tensorial) nature of 
the stress, cApar is a first-order function of the rotation tensor uap. In this 
form, the elastic constants have the full Voigt symmetry (not exhibited by 
the
CocP ctt =  C a p r a  iC a f ia T  =  C fia a T  ■ >^a0ar  =  £ a r a ^  • ( 4 . 16)
Our goal is to show how to calculate elastic constants from free energy -  
strain curves. We therefore substitute the definition (4.15) into the expres­
sion (4.4) for the free energy density. This gives us
W  -  W A A  1 A
77a----  = aap(£(*P +  <*><*?) +  7[(ca$(JT----
v z (4.17)
~  G a T ^ f i a ) £ octi£<TT 4“ S (xp ( J T { £ a fiU Ja T  +  U)a p £ crr  +  U)a p U )a T ) \  .
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Since aA^  = cr^ a, we have
ffaPuaP = VfiaUaP = “ ^ a ^ a  =  ~^afiuaP =  0 . (4.18)
Next,
2 ^afioT^oifiMaT 4" ^cxT^aP 4” ^aP^crr) 
1 .A— o^ Qy3<Tr(2^ Q^  +  Uap)U6
. { ?  p T &a<j & p o - f i a i T ) { 2 £ a / 3  4"  W Q p ) u ) c
(4.19)
=  ^ j8 r ( 2 ea/3 +  Wais)wc
— n&afii ^ a a  4“ Maa)upa •2
Finally
((7apficrT GctT&f}<r)£atl}£oT — ^api^aP^aa ^acr^ap) • (4.20)
Substituting these results into (4.17), we haveW-WA __A _ t 1A
■yA ®af}£<xP 4” c^OtficTT^OlP^VT
4“ n^api^cxP^ crcr ^aa^Pa ^aa^Pa  4“ ^aa^Pa)
(4.21)
2
This is the principal equation used in calculating elastic constants under 
strain from free energy.
4.2 .4  Iso trop ic  in itia l stress
An important special case occurs when the initial stress (configuration A) is 
isotropic, i.e. <j a^ = —p6ap, where p is the pressure. Under these conditions, 
(4.21) reduces toW - WA 1 r a 1
77a =  ~  P£aa ^  9  I caPaT ~ 77P{2fiapfi(TT ‘ ’ ’
V 2 (4.22)
fiar&Pa ^ P r^ a a )^  ^ aP ^ar ^P^acr^acr  •
Equations (4.21) and (4.22) are used heavily in my work on the high-pressure 
elasticity of iron.
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4.3 Sound propagation in anisotropic media
The continuum wave equation in anisotropic media is
d2 d2
Cae°Td^kTu° = plieUa ■ ( 3)
By substituting a plane-wave solution of the form
U =  eei("‘- k-r) (4.24)
we have
Ca0aT^0^aeT = P^ • (4.25)
The wave velocity is given by
* 2  =  & ; (426)
by writing the wavevectors in terms of direction cosines nQ, such that ka = 
kna , we obtain the Christoff el equation
(^ 'Qy3<TT^ 'y3^ 'T pv ^Q<t)6(7 — 0 . (4.27)
4.4 Sym m etries of the hep lattice
As I will be considering the elasticity of hep Fe in the Earth’s inner core, 
I discuss here elastic constants in hep symmetry. In the hep lattice, there 
axe five independent elastic constants. Labelling the three-fold axis as co­
ordinate direction 3, these are c n n  C3 3 3 3 , C1 1 2 2 , C1133 and 0 2 3 2 3 - The shear 
constant C1212 is given by C1 212 =  (cun  — cn 2 2 ) / 2 . In the Voigt notation, 
these axe denoted
C11 =  c iin  , C33 =  C33 3 3  , (4.28)
C12 =  C1122 , C13 =  C1133 , (4.29)
C44  =  C2323 , 0)6 = C1212 =  2 C^n “  Cl2) ' (4.30)
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We can also use the symmetries of the lattice to simplify the Christoffel 
equation. The polarization vector e has unit length, therefore
(4.31)
=  pv2 .
We consider the velocities of compressional and transverse waves as a func­
tion of direction in the crystal, for n  =  (sin#,0 ,cos#), 0 < # < 7r / 2 . For 
compressional (p-) polarization, we have e = n, therefore:
pVp =  c iin  sin4 # +  2 ch 3 3 sin2 # cos2 9 +  C 3 3 3 3  cos4 9 
+  4 ci3 i3 sin 9 cos 9 sin 9 cos 9
(4.32)
=  cn +  2 (ci3 -  cn +  2 C4 4 ) cos2 9 
+  (cn -  2ci3 +  C 3 3  -  4 c 4 4 )  c o s 4  9 .
We consider transverse- or s-polarized waves which oscillate in the planes 
containing the vectors (0,1,0) and (0,0,1). In each case, the polaxization 
vector is perpendicular to this vector, and to the direction n of propaga­
tion. In the case of s-waves oscillating in-plane with the vector (0,0,1), the 
polarization vector is
e =  n A(0,0 ,1 )/ |n A(0 ,0 ,1)| =  (0,1,0) , (4.33)
and
pvl = C2121 sin2 9 +  C2 3 2 3  cos2 9
(4.34)
—  C 6 6  +  ( C 44 —  C 6 6  C O S 2  9) .
In the case of s-waves oscillating in-plane with the vector (0,1,0), the po­
laxization vector is
e =  n A(0 ,1 ,0 ) / |n A(0 ,1,0)| =  ( - cos#,0 ,sin#) , (4.35)
and
pvl =  C 4 4  +  ( c n  -  2 c i 3  +  C 3 3  -  4 c44) C O S 2  #
(4.36)
+  ( 4 C 4 4  — cn + 2 ci3 — C 3 3 )  cos4 # .
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4.5 T herm oelasticity
So fax I have said nothing about the thermodynamic conditions under which 
the strains eap are applied. In the various statistical mechanical methods 
I employ, it is natural to perform constant temperature calculations. The 
elastic constants calculated in this way are the isothermal elastic constants, 
which I shall now label c^pGT- When I consider elastic waves, however, I 
require the adiabatic elastic constants c ^ CTT, and I describe here the relation 
between the two. This discussion is based predominantly on [67], and I follow 
the author in assuming a unit volume.
The first law of thermodynamics may be written
dU =  aapdeap +  TdS  . (4.37)
We go over to the Gibbs free energy for non-hydrostatic conditions
G = U — oapeap ~ T S  . (4.38)
Differentiating
dG = — £apdcrap — SdT  . (4.39)
If follows immediately that
( £ ) , —  ( £ ) . - •  < ->
from which we have the Maxwell relation
(d £ g p \  02G (  dS  \
\  dT  )„  daa0&T \ d a a0 j T ' (4.41)
We write down the following chain rules:
^  =  ( i “ ) T d ^  +  ( ^ ) / T  (442)
and
dS  \  , f d S \
d 5 = t  a ^ ) T d^ T + { & f ) / T - <443)
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Eliminating dT  and putting dS  =  0 we obtain
=  ( f e ) T d^  +  ( % \ t  ®  T dCT' 7  1 ^ 1 ’ (444)
d S \
d T j i
And dividing by doar and using the above Maxwell relation,
( dtgp \  ( dea0 \  =  /  d£ap \  ( deaT \  f  d T \
\doraT J s \d o a r ) T \  dT  ) a \  dT ) a \ d S  J a (4.45)
And so
(c“ ^ ) _1 -  (c“ ^ r l  =  “  ( ^ r  ) „  ( I f ) ,  ( § ) ,  ' ( 4 '4 6 )
Recalling that the heat capacity C =  T(d5/dT), this yields
i&ecT) _ 1  -  = - a afia„r V T /C a (4.47)
where Ca is defined for constant volume deformation, and we have intro­
duced the linear expansivities aap = {deap /dT )a. In the last expression we 
have reintroduced the volume. This is that volume having heat capacity Ca, 
conventionally an atom, simulation cell, or mole.
In the case of an h.c.p. lattice with axial ratio q = c/a, volume per atom 
V = y/3a2c/4, there are two independent linear expansivities, « n  = <*2 2 , 
and CK3 3 . Because the crystal does not spontaneously shear under hydrostatic 
stress, the off-diagonal expansivities are zero. Now,
V3 //I I / .2 \l/3/  4V  \  ' / 4 Vq<
“ “ U / s J  ’ C' l v ^
(4.48)
and we have
. d £ n \  f d v \  , f  9 e n \  ( d q  
a i l  =  0 2 2  =  "7777" 7 7 7  +dV J \ d T j a V dq ) a \ d T
and
<t \  /  a
Oiy _  OCq
3 “  3
a 3 3  =  ( ^ )  ®  + ( ^ i \  ( £ 1
(4.49)
\ d V  ) a \ d T ) J \ d q  ) a \ d T ) a
a y  2  a q 
3 3
(4.50)
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In the above, a y  in the usual volumetric expansivity, and we define a q = 
(dq/dT)a/q . With the above results we are able to use thermodynamic 
derivatives to transform between isothermal and adiabatic elastic moduli.
4.6 Elastic properties of polycrystalline aggregates
The Earth’s core is not comprised of a single, massive crystal of Fe, but 
a polycrystalline aggregate of Fe crystallites. How can we understand the 
elasticity of such a system?
Voigt [6 8 ] proposed a scheme in which the strain is considered to be 
uniform throughout a sample of material. In this scheme, the formulae for 
the bulk and shear moduli are
respectively.
Reuss [69] proposed an alternative scheme in which the it is the strain 
which is considered to be uniform. The Reuss scheme gives
K W = \ ( A  + 2B) and =  \ { A  -  B  + ZC) (4.51)3 5
respectively, where
A  =  g ( Cl l  +  C22 +  C33 ) 
™  1 /
B  = ^ ( C l2  +  °23 +  C31)
C =  ~  ( 0 4 4  +  C 5 5  +  cee)
- ( c n  +  C 2 2  +  C 3 3 ) (4.52)
(4.53)
(4.54)
—  = 3(D + 2E) and a = - (4D -  AE +  3F) (4.55)
where
(4.58)
(4.56)
(4.57)
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Hill [70] has shown that the Voigt and Reuss average comprise an up­
per and lower bound respectively for the aggregate moduli, allowing us to 
attribute a precision to our estimation.
With these values, one can calculate the usual Poisson’s Ratio
_  3K  — 2fj,
"  2(3K  + p) '  ^ ^
Poisson’s ratio for the Earth’s core is well known from seismic studies, there­
fore its determination will be an important test of my calculations.
1 0 1
... mi ritrovai per una selva 
oscura, che la diritta via era 
smaxrita.
Chapter 5 Dante Alighieri (1265-1321)
An evaluation of the 
“particle-in-cell” model
5.1 Introduction
The “particle-in-cell” (PIC) model as described in Sec. 3.4 has been used 
successfully to describe the thermodynamic properties of many materials; 
however, as has been discussed, the approximation is not well-founded, in 
the sense that there is no systematic method of estimating the size of er­
rors introduced, nor does the non-correlated dynamics of the PIC model 
correspond to any well-defined limit, such as that of small vibrations (c.f. 
sec 3.2 on the harmonic approximation). For these reasons there is a dif­
ficult question of justification, as it is difficult to see, a priori, under what 
circumstances the PIC model is, or is not, justified.
The use of the PIC model in this chapter, is to understand the significant 
discrepancies between ab initio -based molecular dynamics calculations by 
Alfe et al. [34] on the one hand, and earlier PIC calculations due to Wasser- 
man et al. [36] and Stixrude et al. [37] on the other. The comparison would 
comprise the calculation of a variety of thermodynamic functions using the 
PIC model, employing electronic structure methods identical with those of
1 0 2
Alfe et al. [34]. The calculations obtained were compared with the results of 
references [36], [37] and [34], thereby permitting us to study in isolation the 
effects of the PIC approximation. Having established the effects of the PIC 
approximation on the vaxious thermodynamics quantities, I went on to ex­
amine the temperature dependence of the c/a equilibrium axial ratio of hep 
Fe, which is compared with earlier PIC calculations due to Steinle-Neumann 
et.al [35].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Sec. 5.2, I 
discuss the previous calculation of [36], [37], [35] and [34], contrast their 
methodologies, and highlight discrepancies in results; in Sec. 5.3 I describe 
the electronic structure calculations employed, and practical considerations 
arising in their use. I then present results on the perfect lattice contribution 
to the free energy. In Sec. 5.4 I describe in detail my implementation of the 
PIC method and calculations of harmonic and anharmonic vibrational free 
energies. In Sec. 5.5 I present new PIC calculation of the c/a equilibrium 
aspect ratio of hep Fe, contrasted with the results of [35]. In Sec. 5.6 I 
present new calculations of various thermodynamic functions in the PIC 
model, contrasted with the results of [36], [37] and [35], and in Sec. 5.7 I 
discuss the implications of these results for the reliability of PIC calculations 
for hep Fe. The results obtained in this chapter have been published in 
Gannarelli et al. [71].
5.2 Previous calculations
The various calculations of thermodynamic quantities described in this chap­
ter all arise from determinations of the free energy. In the calculations of 
Alfe et al. [34], the free energy is obtained from ab initio molecular dynamics 
simulations, by thermodynamic integration. In the calculations of Wasser- 
man et al. [36], Stixrude et al., [37], Steinle-Neumann et al. [35], and in my 
own calculations, the free energy is obtained using the PIC model.
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The first application of the PIC model to Earth’s core iron was due to 
Wasserman et al [36], who used the method to calculate a variety of ther­
moelastic properties, on the basis of a tight-binding total-energy (TBTE) 
electronic structure scheme. In a very significant paper [37], this group 
went on to consider the temperature of the inner core, by computing the 
bulk modulus and density of solid iron, and comparing this with seismic 
observations. In this work, electronic structure calculations were based on 
DFT in the linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) approach [72], and 
the group used this method to repeat many of the calculations of [36], still 
working within the PIC approximation.
Laio et al. [73] put these results to an early test, by using classical molec­
ular dynamics, parameterized on ab initio electronic structure calculations, 
to compute the melting curve, and the shear and bulk moduli of hep Fe. 
The next significant development in the theoretical study of inner core iron 
was the calculations of Alfe et al. [34]. Alfe and coworkers used DFT-based 
molecular dynamics calculations in the projector augmented wave approach 
(see Sec. 2.11 and ref. [14]) in conjunction with thermodynamic integration 
to calculate the fully ab initio free energy of iron as a function of temper­
ature and pressure, from which they were able to compute various thermo­
dynamic quantities. These results are significant in that they remove the 
uncontrolled approximations of PIC model. Whereas the errors introduced 
by ignoring atomic correlations cannot be readily estimated, the statistical 
uncertainty introduced by performing molecular dynamics simulations of fi­
nite length are easily computed, placing limits on the possible errors in the 
calculations. Thus, Alfe et al. produced the first reliable calculations of the 
thermodynamics of Earth’s core iron.
The most important results of the various papers are reproduced and 
contrasted in Figs. 5.9-5.18, along with my new calculations. It is observed, 
for example, that for both the p -V  and T-p  curves on the Hugoniot (Figs.
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5.14 and 5.15), the various calculations are in excellent agreement with one 
another, and with experiment, whereas for the Griineisen parameter, for 
example, the various calculations yield highly divergent results. One of the 
most striking observations of all, however, is the temperature dependence 
of the axial ratio q =  c/a of [36], which is seen to rise from around 1.575 at 
zero temperature to in excess of 1.85 at 2 0 0 0  K and 9.62 A3, or from around 
0.96 to 1.13 of the ideal value qo = 2 ^ 2 /3  «  1.633, representing an increase 
of around 18%. This particular result is considered in ch. 6 .
In order to discover the source of the discrepancy between the results of 
[36] and [37] on the one hand, and those of [34] on the other, it was decided 
to perform new thermodynamic calculations in the PIC approximation, us­
ing the PAW techniques of Alfe et al. This would permit us to distinguish 
between the errors introduced by the particle-in-cell model, and any dis­
crepancies that might arise from the different electronic structure methods 
involved.
5.3 Electronic structure calculations
All calculations of the free energy begin with the calculation of the free en­
ergy of the static-ion system, with a finite electronic temperature. This is 
performed using finite-temperature DFT with a Perdew-Wang (PW91) gen­
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation energy 
[13], and employing the PAW method. The computer code used to achieve 
this is VASP [74, 75, 76], originally by Georg Kresse and Jurgen Furthmuller. 
This code was used to calculate both the free energy Fperf (V, Te\) of the per­
fect lattice, and the cell potential 0(R; V,Te\) of eq. (3.109).
The PAW datasets which define the mapping (2.86) are as described in 
ref. [76]. These define a core region Qr of radius 2.2 a.u. about each ion 
centre, and a partial wave cutoff energy of 300 eV. VASP provides PAW 
datasets including either 3d, 4s and 4p electrons, or 3p, 3d, 4s and 4p.
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As discussed in ref. [32] and elsewhere, it is important at high pressures to 
include the response of 3p electrons in my calculations; however for extensive 
calculations using large cells, this has a serious impact on computational 
expense. I therefore follow ref. [32] in accounting for the 3p response by 
means of an effective pair potential
4>pairM =  - r r V  f e ( r ) “  F f5’1)
1 v pa irs L
where F ^ rf(r) and F ^ vi(r) represent the h.c.p. perfect lattice free energies 
for nearest neighbour separation r, including and excluding 3p electron re­
sponse respectively. The potential is represented in my computations by 
cubic spline interpolation over a table of values. As discussed in ref. [32], 
this is observed to yield errors of less than 0.25% in the parameters of the 
perfect-lattice equation of state, and of around 1 - 2 % in the phonon frequen­
cies.
Before performing any computations, it is necessary to study the effects 
of various parameters, all of which must be brought to convergence. The 
most important of these include the density of /c-points for Brillouin zone 
sampling and the plane wave cutoff Ecut defined so the sum in eq. (2.84) 
extends over all reciprocal lattice vectors G such that (k +  G )2 /2m < Ecut. 
This cutoff has a default value for a given pseudopotential, which may be 
changed, either by choosing high or low precision, or by specifying the value 
of Ecut oneself. In treating the free energy as a function of volume, it is clear 
that the number of plane wave included, and hence the completeness of the 
plane wave basis will change as a function of volume, causing discontinuous 
changes in the energy (this being closely related to the phenomenon of Pulay 
stresses). As a result of this, an unusually high cutoff may be required for 
my purposes.
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Minimisation step
Figure 5.1: Logarithmic change AF  in free energy at each step of a mini­
mization process using density mixing.
5.3.1 Free en ergy  m in im iza tion
For a given cell, with given electronic temperature, Appoint sampling and 
plane-wave cutoff, the free energy is minimized with the help of density 
mixing. As a result, one does not see a monotonic decrease of energy with 
minimization step. Fig. 5.1 shows this process for a two-atom cell of hep Fe, 
with atomic volume V  = 6.97 A3, Te\ = 6000 K, a 9 x 9 x 7 Monkhorst-Pack k- 
point sampling, and a plane-wave cutoff of Ecut =  300 eV. The figure shows 
the energy change at each minimization step. I note the spike at around 
10- 3  eV: features like this can occur at all energies; therefore one must 
anticipate that by establishing as a convergence criterion AF < 10- 6  eV, 
one may see convergence no better than around AF  < 10- 5  eV. Throughout 
this chapter I use a convergence criterion of AF  < 10- 6  eV.
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Figure 5.2: Error in the free energy difference AF  (defined to be zero for 
the 19 x 19 x 13 grid), for various finenesses of k-point grid.
5.3 .2  C on vergen ce o f  k  p oin ts
fc-point convergence is strongly affected by electronic temperature. This 
is because at finite temperature the Fermi surface becomes smeared out, 
with occupancies dropping to zero over in some shell of finite thickness 
dk ~  2mk^T/kY. At zero temperature, then, the occupancy becomes a step 
in k space, which requires to be sampled on an extremely dense fc-point 
grid. For this reason, it is sufficient to test &-point sampling at the lowest 
temperatures to be treated. Here I use a temperature of 1000 K.
For the computation of Ep^f, I use a two-atom h.c.p. cell. My intention is 
to bring to convergence the free energy difference AF  = Eperf(Vi) — Fperf(V2 ) 
between cells at two volumes. My target for convergence is 0.5 meV. Em­
ploying a variety of Monkhorst-Pack [50] fc-point grids we see (fig. 5.2) that 
this precision is comfortably achieved for a 9 x 9 x 5 Appoint mesh. Here 
V\ =6.97 A3 per atom, and V2 = 7.50 A3 per atom. I in fact use a some­
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Figure 5.3: Error in the free energy difference A F  (defined to be zero for a 
500 eV cutoff) as a function of plane-wave cutoff Ecut.
what higher-density 15 x 15 x 9 grid of k for my perfect-lattice calculations. 
For supercells, I employ a lower number of k points to ensure identical sam­
pling of the reciprocal space. This will be discussed further when I consider 
convergence with respect to supercell size.
5.3 .3  C onvergen ce o f  p lane-w ave cu to ff
Taking the same values of V\ and V2 , I examine the effect on the energy 
difference Fperf(Vi) — FpeTf(V2 ) of varying Ecut; the results are shown in 
figure 5.3. We note that the target convergence of 0.5 meV is easily achieved 
for the a cutoff of 400 eV.
5.3 .4  P erfect la ttice  resu lts
The free energy of the perfect lattice was now computed over a range of
o 3
electronic temperature 500 K < Tei < 8000 K and atomic volume 5.5 A <
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X 3V  < 10.5 A for a fixed axial ratio of 1.60. For every value of Tei, the
results were fitted to a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state [57], 
the coefficients of which were fitted as fifth-order polynomial functions of 
Tei. These calculations essentially repeated those earlier reported by Alfe et 
al. [34] and are presented below. Additionally, I can allow for relaxation of 
the c/a ratio by defining the deviation AFperf(V, q, Tei) =  FpeTf(Vj q, Tei) — 
FperfiYi <7o> Tei), where qo =  1.60. For given q,Tei, this quantity has the 
quadratic form
where a  and q\ are functions of volume and temperature given by
where the parameters F^°\ K and £ =  3(4 — K')/A  are to be de­
termined by fitting. For example, given Te\ = 6000 K and q = 1.60 I 
obtain: = 10.7674 A3, = 23.94 GPa, K '  =  4.4018 and F ^  =
—8.8747 eV/atom. This is shown in fig. 5.4. By performing similar fits at a 
variety of temperatures I obtain the following fifth-order fits. Writing
AFperfl?) =  a(g -  qa)(q -  <?i) (5.2)
a = a + bTe\ q\ = r +  sTe i (5.3)
with a = a(°) a ^ V  and similarly for 5, r and s. 
The Birch-Murnaghan equation is given by
Fp*t(V) =  F (0) +  -V<0 )/S'(0> -(1  +  2£)
(5.4)
5
W°>(rel) y > n<°>73 (5.5)
and similarly for K ^ \  K '  and F ^ \  I obtain
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Figure 5.4: Calculated free energy for axial ratio of 1.60 and electronic tem­
perature of 6000 K with Birch-Murnaghan fit. Crosses represent calculated 
free energy per atom, while the solid curve represents the Birch-Murnaghan 
fit.
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Vq0) =  10.2531 A3 K^0) =  29.12 GPa
v}0) = -1.06 x 1 0 - 5 A3 K - 1 =  3.43 x 1 0 ~ 4 GPa K_ 1
F2(0) =  1.93 x 10- 8 A3 K~ 2 K^2) = -4.46 x 10~ 7 GPa K " 2
V^0) =  1.05 x 10- 12 A3 K ~ 3 K {q ] = 3.48 x 1 0 " 11 GPa K " 3
F4(0) =  -1.67 x 1 0 ~ 16 A3 K - 4 = -4.37 x lO" 16 GPa K“ 4
F5(0) =  5.03 x 1 0 - 21 A3 K - 5 = -2.37 x 1 0 " 20 GPa K~ 5
K'0 = 4.45 
K[ = -2.50 x 10 
K ’2 =  2.71 x
K ’3 = -5.20 x 10~ "  =  -2.51 x 10~ 12 eV atom - 1 K“ 3
K'a = 4.44 x 10- 
K'b =  -1.56 x 1
This parameterization completely specifies the perfect lattice free energy 
as a function of volume and temperature for a fixed axial ratio q =  1.60. I 
now treat axial relaxation. For fixed volume V  =  6.97 A3, Te\ = 6000 K, I 
calculate the free energy for 1.55 < c/a < 1.70 and compute the quantity 
AFperf of (5.2). This yields the parameters a = 6.560 eV and q\ =  1.6034. 
The fit is shown in fig. 5.5. Repeating this procedure for temperatures 
2 0 0 0  K < Tej < 8000 K and volumes 5.5 A3 < V < 10.5 A3 yields the 
following parameters for in (5.3):
=  18.39 eV = -1.532 eV A“3
6(0) =  -3.070 x 1 0 ~ 4 eV K - 1  = 1.64908 x 1 0 “ 5 eV K“ x A“3
r(°) =  1.63 rW =  -7.909 x 1 0 ~ 3 A~3
s(0 ) =  -7.902 x 1 0 “ 6 K ' 1 = 1.817 x 1 0 ~ 6 K_ 1  A~3.
This set of parameters, together with the parameters for the Birch-
Murnaghan equation, suffice to specify Fperf(F, q, Tei) for the range of in­
terest. In particular, by defining gmjn to be that value of q which minimizes 
Fperf(y,g>?ei), we have qm-m = (q0 +  qi)/2., and therefore, for given V, Tei
AF(qmin) = -  ~ ( q i -  q0) 2 . (5.6)
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Figure 5.5: F(q)-F(1.60) with second order fit.
So the value of the perfect lattice free energy appropriate for calculating 
thermodynamic properties will be
-^perf i y t  <?miii) T e\)  — -Fperf { Y t  Q0i ^ e l)  “1“ A F ( V ,  Qmint ^ e l)  • (5 - 7 )
Substituting expressions (5.4) and (5.6) and differentiating with respect to 
volume allows us to plot the perfect lattice contribution to the thermody­
namic pressure, including axial relaxation. In fig. 5.6 I show the pressure 
at zero temperature, and the perfect lattice contribution to the pressure at 
2000, 4000 and 6000 K. The contribution to the pressure of axial relaxation 
is shown at zero temperature in fig. 5.7.
5.4 Vibrational free energy calculations
I calculate the contributions to the free energy due to lattice vibrations in 
the PIC approximation. To do this it is first necessary to find the coefficients 
of (3.125). These I compute for a variety of volumes at a fixed electronic
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Figure 5.6: Pressure at zero temperature (solid line) and perfect lattice 
contributions at 2000 K. (dotted! 4000 K (dashed) and 6000 K (dot-dashed).
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Figure 5.7: Change in pressure at 0 K due to relaxation of constraint c/a = 
1 .6 .
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temperature of Tei =  6000 K. I account for relaxation of the axial ratio to 
harmonic order only, as will be described below.
First it is necessary to define our axes with respect to the h.c.p. lattice. 
The x and y axes are taken to lie in the hexagonal plane, with the x  axis 
directed towards the nearest neighbour atom, and the y perpendicular. The 
z axis is the hexagonal axis. Examining eq. (3.125), if a wanderer atom is 
displaced in the y direction, the potential will be given by
M v )  = V  +  K (3)y3 +  • (5-s)
If the atom is displaced in the z direction, the potential is
4>z(z) = K {2)z2 + K <^ z i  . (5.9)
Whereas if the atom is displaced a distance d in a direction such that x = 
z = d/y/2 , then the potential is
M  (d) = \  ( k P) +  if<2))  d2  +  i  ( K <4> +  +  K <4>) d4 . (5.10)
5.4.1 S u p ercell s ize  convergence and k poin ts
For a volume of 6.97 A3 per atom, and an axial ratio of 1.60, and with an 
electronic temperature of 6000 K, I evaluate <f>(R) for several supercells of 
dimension 2 x 2 x 1 (eight atoms), 2 x 2 x 2  (sixteen atoms) and 3x3x2 (thirty- 
six atoms). All dimensions are expressed as multiples of the two-atom hep 
cell. Because fc-point sampling is highly converged for the two-atom cell 
with a 9 x 9 x 5 grid, it is sufficient to demand that the sampling in the 
various supercell sizes be at least as good. In fact, I use: for the 8 -atom cell, 
a 9 x 9 x 5 grid; for the 16-atom cell, a 7 x 7 x 5 grid; and for the 36-atom 
cell, a 3 x 3 x 3 grid. In each case these equal or exceed the sampling used 
in the 2 -atom cell.
The procedure used to test for supercell convergence is convergence of the 
quantity In a) (3.129). It is therefore necessary only to displace the wanderer
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atom in the positive x  and positive 2  directions, and compute the quantities 
<t>x{x) = 4>x(-x) = i M u 2ax 2 +  K ^ x 4 (5.11)
and
<t>z{z) = =  ^ M u 2z2 +  K ^ z 4 . (5.12)
Therefore the energy is calculated for ten displacements x  and ten displace­
ments 2 , ranging from 0.03 to 0.3 of the respective lattice parameter, and 
these are fitted to functions of the form
f ( x )  = a +  bx2 +  cx4 . (5.13)
No supercell calculation is performed for x = z = 0, as the internal symmetry 
operations employed by VASP to improve the speed of calculations would 
results in a discontinuity at this point. Fig. 5.8 shows an instance of such a 
fit. Fig. 5.9 shows In a) plotted as a function of ln(V/A3) for the three sets 
of cell dimension, along with Dario Alfe’s et al. [34] calculations for In a) of 
eq. (3.41) using the harmonic approximation, with full atomic correlation.
It is observed that the 16- and 36-atom values of In a) differ only by an 
additive constant, which does not contribute to thermodynamics functions. 
Therefore, throughout the following, I use 36-atom supercells with 3 x 3 x 3  
Monkhorst-Pack sampling of the Brillouin zone.
5.4.2 H arm onic free en ergy
I have already computed lnu> for q = 1.60 as a function of volume for a 36- 
atom cell. I now wish to compute the correction A lu>(V,q) = lnd>(V, q) — 
lna)(V, go)- Over the same range of volumes, and for 1.48 < q < 1.72, I use 
the same procedure as above, to compute ua and Ub. I fit to the expression
A Lu(q) = (3(q -  q0)(q -  q2) (5.14)
where (3 =  anc  ^ similarly for <72- These have the coefficients
£(°) =  -2.084, 0(2) =  0.375, 0 ^  =  -0.0264, q£] = 1.990, = -0.141
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Figure 5.8: Free energy of 36 atom supercell at 6.97 A3, as a function of 
displacement of wanderer atom in the x  direction.
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Figure 5.9: In a) as a function of ln(F/A 3) for 8 -atom (solid curve), 16-atom 
(dashed curve) and 36-atom (dotted curve) supercells. The results of Alfe 
et al. are shown by the lighter curve.
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and q ^  =  8.79 x 10 3. Units are such that u  is in rad s x, and V  is in 
A3. This gives a full parameterization of the harmonic free energy within
the PIC model as a function of V, q, T, given the approximation that Te\ is 
fixed.
5 .4 .3  A nh arm on ic  free en ergy
My tactic is as follows: for a fixed electronic temperature Te\ = 6000 K and 
c/a  ratio q = 1.60, and for volumes in the range 5.2 to 11.4 A3 per atom, 
I fit 0(R), and find its coefficients. For a given temperature, I can then 
compute the PIC free energy per atom by calculating the partition function
where d is given by (3.143). z plc is then calculated by numerical quadrature 
at a set of temperatures from 2000 to 8000 K, and these results compared 
with the use of eq. (3.143). The results are shown in fig. 5.10 for a volume
strong agreement between these two techniques. I therefore compute d in 
terms of the coefficients of </>{R), and fit this as a function of volume. This 
function is shown in fig. 5.11, along with the same quantity computed by 
Alfe e t al using thermodynamic integration. We immediately note that the 
PIC model gives the wrong sign, not only for the anharmonic free energy, 
but also for its first derivative with respect to volume. The coefficients of
fit for d are = -6.556 x 1(T8 eV K“ 2, d = 3.399 x 1(T8 eV K~2 A“3, 
d(2) =  -6.487 x 10~9 eV K "2 A"6, d ^  = 5.400 x 10~10 eV K~2 A"9 and 
d ^  = -1.639 x 1 0 '11 eV K "2 A ' 12, where d(V) = £ - =0d(i)U \
To recap, I have now computed all components of the free energy withing 
the PIC approximation as a function of temperature and volume for q = 1.60, 
and corrections as a function of axial ratio in the harmonic limit of the PIC.
(5.15)
3kBT \ n - r -  + dT2 + 0 ( T 3) ,
of 7.0 A3. As we see, for all temperatures below the melting point, there is
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Figure 5.10: Anharmonic free energy per atom obtained using numerical 
quadrature (plus symbols) and Eq. (3.143) (curve) for an atomic volume of 
7.0 A3.
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Figure 5.11: Coefficient d (see (3.143) and (5.15)) of the anharmonic free 
energy as a function of volume for this work (heavy curve) and Alfe et al. 
[34] light curve.
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Figure 5.12: Equilibrium axial ratio q, for Steinle-Neumann et al. [35] (heavy 
curves) at atomic volumes of 6.81 A3 (solid curve), 7.11 A3 (dashed curve) 
and 7.41 A3 (dotted curve), and for the current work (light curves) at 5.5 A3 
(solid curve), 7.5 A3 (dashed curve) and 10.0 A3 (dotted curve).
5.5 A spect ratio in PIC
Before I compute thermodynamic functions in the PIC, I must compute the 
minimizing value of the axial ratio q. This is done by minimizing the total 
free energy correction, calculated using equations (5.6) and (5.14). This will 
yield the quantity qmin(V,T), which will be used when computing the free 
energy at a given V, T. qmjn is shown as a function of V, T  in fig. 5.12, along 
with results from Steinle-Neumann et. al [35]. We immediately see that the 
strong temperature dependence predicted by Steinle-Neumann et. al is not 
observed.
1 2 0
Figure 5.13: The total thermal pressure in this work (light curves) and that 
of Alfe et. al (heavy curves) at 2000 K (solid curve), 4000 K (dashed curve) 
and 6000 K (dotted curve) as a function of atomic volume.
5.6 Calculating therm odynam ic functions
I now proceed to compute several thermodynamic functions of h.c.p. Fe, 
which may be compared with the results of Alfe et. al [34] and Wasserman 
et. al [36]. All the quantities computed here are defined in Sec. 3.1, and are 
calculated by analytical differentiation of the parameterized forms described 
above. First I show the thermal pressure Ap(V, T) = p(V, T ) — p(V, 0). This 
is contrasted with the results of Alfe et. al in fig. 5.13 The good agreement 
of these results reflects the ability of the PIC model to correctly compute 
the quantity In a; to within an additive constant.
I now compute the internal energy E(V , T), and the total energy p(V, T). 
Using these, I can solve the Rankine-Hugoniot equation
\(p + Po)(V0-V) = E-E0 (5.16)
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Figure 5.14: The pressure-volume Hugoniot. Heavy and light curves cor­
respond to this work and Alfe et. al [34] respectively; symbols show the 
experimental results of Brown and McQueen [28].
to obtain the pressure-volume and temperature-pressure relations on the 
Hugoniot. The reference state for these experiments is ambient pressure, so 
Po ~  0. Vo and Eq have been computed by Alfe at zero pressure and room 
temperature [34] using spin-polarized DFT molecular-dynamics calculations, 
and their values are Vo = 11.4342 A3 per atom, and Eq =  —8.11770 eV. 
One therefore self-consistently solves the Rankine-Hugoniot equation with 
the known expressions for p(V,T)  and E(V,T),  which I do by using linear 
interpolation to make the quantity \(p  + Pq) { Vq  — V) — E  E q  equal zero, 
through varying either the temperature (for the p-V curve) or the volume 
(for the T-p curve. The results are shown in figs. 5.14 and 5.15. Also shown 
are the results of Alfe et al. [34], and the experimental results of Yoo et al. 
[77] and Brown and McQueen [28].
Finally I present, in figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 respectively, calculations 
of the thermal expansivity, the product clK t  and the Grheisen parameter, in
1 2 2
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Figure 5.15: The temperature-pressure Hugoniot. Heavy and light curves 
correspond to this work and Alfe et. al [34] respectively; filled circles show 
the experimental results of Yoo et al. [77] and open diamonds are estimates 
due to Brown and McQueen [28].
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Figure 5.16: Thermal expansivity on isotherms at 2000 K (solid curves) and 
6000 K (dotted curves). Heavy, medium and light curves correspond to this 
work, Alfe et al. [34] and Wasserman et al. respectively.
this work, that of Alfe et al. [34] and in the PIC calculations of Wasserman 
et al. [36].
5.7 D iscussion
I have compared new PIC calculations of the thermodynamic properties of 
hep Fe with those of Refs. [36] and [37], and with the more exact results of 
Ref. [34]. I have found that for a range of thermodynamic properties the PIC 
model gives excellent agreement with experimental results. A noteworthy 
example of this is that p(V) on the Hugoniot agrees almost perfectly with the 
more exact results. My analysis of the free energy into different components 
makes clear why PIC is so good. The perfect-lattice component is exactly 
the same in the two approaches, for the harmonic component, the sole 
requirement for good results is that the logarithmic derivative d lnw /dV
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Figure 5.17: The product a K r  isotherms at 2000 K (solid curves) and 
6000 K (dotted curves). Heavy, medium and light curves correspond to 
this work, Alfe et al. [34] and Wasserman et al. respectively.
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Figure 5.18: The Griineisen parameter on isotherms at 2000 K (solid curves) 
and 6000 K (dotted curves). Heavy, medium and light curves correspond to 
this work, Alfe et al. [34] and Wasserman et al respectively.
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of the geometric mean frequency u> be correct. But we have seen that for 
hep Fe the PIC u> differs from the u  given by calculation of the full phonon 
spectrum by an almost constant factor over a wide range of volumes, so that 
this requirement is satisfied. The basic reason for this is that the phonon 
dispersion relations of hep Fe scale by a uniform factor with changing volume 
(see Fig. 3 of [34]). Finally, the anharmonic component of free energy is very 
small, and has only a very minor effect on most thermodynamic functions. 
The reliability of PIC actually requires that anharmonic effects be small, 
since I have shown that the PIC approximation misrepresents these effects 
in predicting the wrong sign of the anharmonic free energy.
Surprisingly, even though PIC appears to be so good, I find important 
discrepancies with the earlier PIC results of [37] and [36]. In particular, my 
calculations of the thermodynamic Griineisen parameter agree much more 
closely with the calculations of [34]. These discrepancies are clearly not 
due to PIC itself, but must come from other technical differences. We note 
that in the work of [36], the PIC calculations actually employed a tight- 
binding representation of the total energy function, the parameters in the 
tight-binding model being fitted to ab initio calculations. Conceivably, the 
tight-binding fit might have led to errors.
Even more surprising is that the strong increase with temperature of 
the axial c/a  ratio predicted by recent PIC calculations is not reproduced 
at all by the present PIC work. According to [35], at the atomic volume 
of 7.11 A3, c/a  increases from 1.63 to 1.75 as T  goes from 2000 to 8000 K, 
whereas in the present PIC calculations at the similar volume of 7.0 A3, c/a 
increases only from 1.594 to 1.610 over the same temperature range. We 
shall see in Ch. 6 that the weak c/a  variation found here is supported by 
harmonic calculations based on the full phonon spectrum of hep Fe, and 
by ab initio molecular dynamics. As will be seen in Ch 7, this has direct 
consequences for the elastic anisotropy of the inner core.
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These results shed light on the usefulness of the PIC approximation. 
Since we have seen that PIC cannot be relied on for anharmonic contri­
butions, it should be regarded as a way of calculating the geometric-mean 
harmonic frequency u>. But PIC requires ab initio calculations on a periodic 
system in which a single atom is displaced from its perfect-lattice site. These 
are precisely the same calculations that are performed in order to obtain the 
force-constant matrix used to compute the full phonon spectrum ([34, 78]). 
For an ab initio method that yields forces on all ions -  which includes the 
pseudopotential and PAW implementations of DFT, among others -  the net 
result of the PIC procedure is to discard all the information contained in the 
ionic forces, retaining only the variation of total energy with displacement. 
This suggests that it may be better to use the force information to compute 
the force-constant matrix and hence the full phonon spectrum, rather than 
adopting the PIC approach.
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Noi divenimmo intanto a pie del 
monte; quivi trovammo la 
roccia si erta, che ’ndarno vi 
sarien le gambe pronte.
Chapter 6 ---------------------
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321)
The aspect ratio of hep Fe
6.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, I showed that my particle-in-cell calculations did not re­
produce the strong temperature dependence in the c /a  axial ratio, observed 
by Steinle-Neumann et al. [35]. This quantity is central to our understand­
ing of the elasticity of the inner core, and its elastic anisotropy in particular, 
and this discrepancy must be addressed. Therefore, in this chapter I apply 
both harmonic and molecular-dynamics calculations to determining the be­
haviour of the axial ratio of h.c.p. Fe, free from the approximations of the 
PIC method.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In sec. 6.2, I 
show my calculations of aspect ratio at zero temperature, plotted against 
the recent diffraction measurements of Ma et al. [79], performed at ambient 
temperature. In sec. 6.3 I describe the technical challenges of performing my 
harmonic calculations, and present the results of various convergence tests, 
and my harmonic calculations of axial ratio. In sec. 6.4 I describe harmonic 
and molecular dynamics calculations in the embedded-atom model, which 
I use to perform convergence tests for my molecular dynamics calculations. 
Finally, in sec. 6.5, I present results for my ab initio molecular dynamics cal­
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culations. My results for the behaviour of the axial ratio will be contrasted 
with those of Steinle-Neumann et al. [35], and with recent diffraction mea­
surements due to Ma et al. [79]. Results will be discussed in sec. 6.6. These 
results appear in Ref. [80].
6.2 Z ero-tem perature calculations
In ch. 5 I described extensive calculations of the perfect-lattice free energy 
as a function of volume, electronic temperature, and axial ratio. By extrap­
olation to zero temperature, and minimization with respect to c/a, I easily 
obtain the zero-temperature equilibrium axial ratio as a function of atomic 
volume. This, in conjunction with the perfect-lattice equation of state de­
scribed in ch. 5 immediately yields the results shown in fig. 6.1. Also shown 
axe the diffraction measurements of Ma et al. [79]. I refer the reader to ch. 5 
for further details.
6.3 H arm onic calculations
6.3 .1  Free en erg ies , m in im iza tio n , and stresses
The intention of my harmonic calculations will be to make calculations of 
the logarithmic mean phonon frequency a; as a function of temperature, 
volume, and axial ratio c/a. Here u  is not that obtained in the PIC model, 
but the logarithmic average over all branches and reciprocal lattice vectors
giving a harmonic vibrational contribution per atom to the free energy of
The total free energy per atom in the harmonic limit /harm =  /perf +  /vib 
is now calculated. This can be directly minimised as a function of c/a to
( 6 . 1)
/vib = 3A:bT1ii — -  .kBT
(6 .2 )
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Figure 6.1: Calculated axial ratio c/a  as a function of pressure (solid curve), 
compared with the diffraction measurements of Ma et al. [79] (data points).
calculate the equilibrium axial ratio in the harmonic limit, or, by taking 
the derivative (d/harm/dqOv'T, I can compare my calculations with fully 
anharmonic stresses computed using molecular dynamics. To see this, I 
write down the lattice parameters
(6.3)
in the basal and hexagonal axes respectively. Then
(6.4)
and
(6.5)
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Thus we obtain
=> O
v  (6 .6)
This quantity a 33 — a n  can also be directly computed in the molecular dy­
namics calculations, and compared with the harmonic results of this section. 
It will go to zero at the equilibrium axial ratio.
6 .3 .2  T ech n ica l con verg en ces
I now report the results of technical tests of Appoint sampling and cell size 
convergence for my harmonic calculations. Appoint convergence tests for the 
perfect lattice potential were performed in ch. 5, and I use identical sampling 
here. As in that chapter, I perform size convergence tests by insisting that 
Appoint sampling in supercells be at least as dense as that value chosen for 
the perfect lattice calculations. Once size convergence tests axe completed, 
I can again perform Appoint sampling tests on my chosen supercell. My 
criterion is that free energies be converged to within 1 meV/atom.
Brillouin zone integration
The quantity that must be made converged is the mean vibrational frequency 
uj. To converge f vjb to within 1 meV, given AreT  ~  O.leV, implies that In a) 
be converged to within an absolute range of ±0.001, or equivalently that u j  
be converged to within 0.1%. u  is obtained by solving the secular equation 
(3.52) for u^ qj at a set of points {(q,i)} in the Brillouin zone. Note the 
change in notation for reciprocal space point, to distinguish from electronic 
Appoint sampling: I will use q to denote points in the reciprocal space of 
the lattice for computation of u j .  Calculation of u  then requires only the
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specification of the full force-constant matrix s,u. As we have seen, all 
atoms in the h.c.p. crystal are equivalent, and as demonstrated in Sec. 3.4.2, 
the x  and y directions in the lattice are identical to second order in the cell 
potential; therefore s,v may be calculated by performing only two atomic 
displacements — in the x  and in the z directions — and calculating the 
forces on all the remaining atoms of the supercell. The computation of the 
wjy, and the logarithmic average uj are performed using the PHON program 
[81] by Dario Alfe. It should be noted here that, due to the comparatively 
inexpensive nature of these calculations, it is an easy matter to achieve 
convergence of uj with respect to q-point sampling, and we note here that a 
grid of 12 x 12 x 12 points is used throughout.
Small displacem ent
In order to calculate the force constants, it is necessary to make small dis­
placements of one of the atoms of the supercell. The obvious question is how 
great these displacements should be. Large displacements will introduce 
errors due to anharmonic terms in the potential; however smaller displace­
ments will results in much smaller forces, susceptible to numerical error. In 
fig. 6.2 I show uj  calculated in a 54-atom cell using Te\ = 1000 K and elec­
tronic A:-point sampling on a 3 x 3 x 2 Monkhorst-Pack grid. It is clear from 
these results that the value of uj  converges to a zero-displacement ideal, be­
fore being dominated by numerical errors. One can see that a displacement 
of 0.01 A minimizes anharmonic effects while being outside of this ’noisy’ 
regime. This value of displacement, which was also used in earlier calcu­
lations due to Alfe et al. [34] is employed throughout the remainder of my 
harmonic calculations.
k-point sam pling and supercell size
The following convergence tests were performed at an electronic temperature 
of 1000 K; recall the discussion of ch. 5 regarding the effects of electronic
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Figure 6.2: uj calculated using different values of displacement
temperature (Fermi-surface smearing) on A;-point sampling. The strategy 
for ensuring convergence simultaneously with respect to A;-point sampling 
and supercell size is as follows.
First, I choose a 16-atom cell (2-atom cell times 2 x 2 x 2 ) .  For this cell 
I obtain convergence of uj  to within 0.1% with respect to fc-point sampling. 
Then, using an at least equivalently fine sampling for each cell, I converge uj 
with respect to cell size. Having chosen a suitable cell size, I then perform 
again /c-point convergence tests for this cell. The results of these calculations 
are shown in tables 6.1-6.3. For each calculation, volume is 6.97 A3, c/a = 
1.60.
We can see from table 6.1 that for a Monkhorst-Pack 4 x 4 x 3  grid, 
lnu; is converged to within 0.0001, or equivalently, u  is converged to within 
0.01%, well within my convergence criteria. Table 6.2 shows the value of u> 
for each cell size, along with the fc-point sampling used for that cell, and 
the equivalent sampling for the 16-atom cell. As can be seen this equivalent
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k -point grid In a; k-point grid In a;
l x l x l
2 x 2 x 1
3 x 3 x 2
4 x 4 x 3
31.88568
31.97660
31.96282
31.96513
5 x 5 x 3
6 x 6 x 4
7 x 7 x 5
31.96513
31.96509
31.96508
Table 6.1: 16-atom results
Atoms fc-point grid In ljn 16-atom sampling l -(N)W e \n(uN) -  ln (w ^ )
36 4 x 4 x 3 32.02373 6 x 6 x 3 31.98038 0.04335
54 4 x 4 x 2 32.03064 6 x 6 x 3 31.98038 0.05026
96 2 x 2 x 2 32.03080 4 x 4 x 3 31.98093 0.04987
128 2 x 2 x 2 32.03285 4 x 4 x 4 31.98517 0.04768
150 2 x 2 x 2 32.03542 5 x 5 x 3 31.97956 0.05586
Table 6.2: Size convergence
fc-point grid In a;
l x l x l
2 x 2 x 1
3 x 3 x 2
4 x 4 x 2
31.82439
31.98294
32.03804
32.03023
Table 6.3: 54-atom results
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Figure 6.3: a) as a function of c /a  for 6.97 A 3 and 6000 K.
sampling is always at least 4 x 4 x 3 .  I exceed my convergence criterion for 
the 54-atom cell (2-atom cell times3 x 3 x 3). Finally, table 6.3 shows that 
for the 54-atom cell, a 3 x 3 x 2 Monkhorst-Pack sampling grid satisfies my 
convergence criterion.
In summary, I employ throughout my harmonic calculations, a 54-atom 
cell, a 0.01 A  displacement and a 3 x 3 x 2 Monkhorst-Pack grid for electronic 
fc-point sampling.
6 .3 .3  H arm on ic  resu lts  for eq u ilib r iu m  ax ia l ratio
Using the above parameters I calculated u  at atomic volumes of 6.97, 7.50 
and 8.67 A 3, for c/a  from 1.58 to 1.70 in steps of approximately 0.03, and for 
electronic temperatures of 2000, 4000 and 6000 K. This is shown in fig. 6.3 
for 6.97 A 3 and 6000 K. Adding this to the perfect lattice results I can 
immediately minimize with respect to c/a  to obtain the equilibrium axial 
ratio as a function of temperature. This is shown in fig 6.4, along with my
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Figure 6.4: Calculated equilibrium axial ratio as a function of tempera­
ture for different volumes. For this work (light curves), atomic volumes are
6.97 A3 (solid curve), 7.50 A3 (dashed curve) and 8.67 A3 (dotted curve). For 
the results of Steinle-Neumann et al. [35] (heavy curves), volumes are 6.81 A3 
(solid curve), 7.11 A3 (dashed curve) and 7.41 A3 (dotted curve). Also shown 
are diffraction measurements due to Ma et al. [79] at 7.73 A3/atom  (open 
squares with error bars) and my own ab initio MD calculations at 6.97 A3 
(diamonds).
molecular dynamics results, which will be discussed shortly.
Finally I discuss constraints on the effect of quantum mechanical cor­
rections to the free energy of lattice vibrations. At zero temperature, the 
zero-point contribution to the energy per atom is (Sec. 3.2.6)
Using my calculated phonon frequencies, this energy has been calculated as 
a function of q at V  =  6.97 A3. Differentiated, this yields a contribution
(6.7)
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to the stress difference < 7 3 3  — a n ,  which varies from —230 MPa at q = 1.58 
to —910 MPa at q = 1.70. This shifts the equilibrium axial ratio by no 
more than 0.001, as will be discussed in Sec. 6.5; and it is expected that this 
contribution will become even smaller as temperature increases.
6.4 M olecular dynam ics and harm onic calculations 
in th e em bedded-atom  m odel
6 .4 .1  T h e  e m b e d d ed -a to m  p o ten tia l
I have described how harmonic and molecular dynamics calculations can be 
directly compared through the stress component 0 3 3  — a n .  Now I introduce 
a parameterized embedded-atom potential, which has previously been used 
to perform high-quality calculations of the properties of Earth’s core Fe [82].
I will use this model to perform tests on statistical and system-size errors in 
my molecular dynamics calculations.
In the embedded atom model (EAM), the total energy of a system of N 
atoms is represented as the sum of two contributions. First, an empirical, 
repulsive pair potential, and secondly, a sum of embedding energies for each 
atom, representing the response of the electron density to the introduction 
of an atom:
E tot — -^pair -Sembed 
i^j
Eembed =  ^   ^/  (Pi)
(6 .8 )
Pi=Yl _ r ji)
j(&)
where 0 (r) and ip(r) have the inverse power forms
and (6.9)
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and f{pi)  =  —eC(pi) 2 . Here f{pi) represents the energy of embedding of 
atom i in an electron density p*, given in turn as a sum of the functions rp, 
each centred on an atom j .  The inverse-power form of ip may be simply 
regarded as an effective approximation to the true behaviour of the electron 
density due to atom j , while the square-root dependence of the embedding 
energy f(p i)  is shown [83] to arise from the second-moment approximation 
to tight binding theory. In practice, both (f> and ip are cut off smoothly by 
making the transformation
<p{r) -> (psF{r) = <
(p{r) +  /? +  7 r r < tq
a(r\ — r ) 3 ro < r  < r\ , (6 .1 0 )
0  r\ < r
where ro and r\ are cutoff radii, with a , and 7  chosen such that <p, <p' and 
(P" are continuous at ro. The form guarantees that these three functions are 
also continuous at r\. In the present calculations, I use r\ =  7 A, ro =  0.9ri. 
The parameters have been modified somewhat from those given by [82], in 
order to reproduce better the ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of 
Dario Alfe on solid and liquid Fe ([34, 78]). The parameters I use are: 
n = 5.93, m  = 4.788, e =  0.1662 eV, a = 3.4714 A and C = 16.55.
I need to calculate forces and stresses. The force, f*, acting on the *'^ 
atom is given by
f • =  - V i E iot . (6.11)
Having made made the smoothing transformation described above, this gives 
the two contributions
*kPair ~ -V ,£pair •
^  f i - r ,  31
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and
pembed — V7 X ?
— Vi-C'embed
=  - E [ / ' t o )  +  / <M ^ r( 'r i ; ? l ) (ri - r , ) .
j  I1 * ‘ j I
Here f '(pi) = —eCp{ 1//2 / 2 . Similarly, the stresses are given by 
1 dF
(6.13)
<<V) = V  d e ^
V - N k BT S ^  + ( ^ L)  +  ( ^ r 424)\  /  \  dSnu /
(6.14)
where
=  \  E  ^  | *|rl  r .|jl) fa  -  rj)„(r. -  r , ) ,  (6 .15)
C s c tL L /  &  . , .
and
dEembed _  ^  /// N V'sfC1** “  r jl) (6.16)
We now have the tools necessary to perform harmonic and molecular 
dynamics calculations in the smoothed EAM. We note that the form of 
smoothing chosen ensures that the energy is continuous to third order — 
that is, the forces axe continuous to second order. This is necessary, in order 
to prevent discontinuities in the plots of uj v s  c/a, which caused significant 
difficulties in the early stages of this work, when I tried to fit and differentiate 
these plots.
6 .4 .2  E m b ed d ed -a to m  ca lcu la tio n s  
Length o f run
Fig. 6.5 shows the quantity oq = 0-33 — a n computed along a molecular 
dynamics trajectory T(^). The simulation cell contains 96 atoms, the atomic 
volume is 6.97 A3, the temperature is 4000 K and c/a = 1.65. Shown axe the
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Figure 6.5: Instantaneous (dotted curve) and average (solid) value of (To = 
(T3 3  — a n  (upper plot) and standard error (lower plot) computed on a 40 ps, 
96-atom MD trajectory in the EAM, using V  =  6.97 A3, T  = 4000 K and 
c/a — 1.65.
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instantaneous value <ro(r(£)), the running average (cro) * 5 and the statistical 
error A<7o(£), where
M t =  \  f Q d s a 0 ( r ( s ) )  (6.17)
and
(A a 0(«))2 =  \  -  ( O o ) f \  ■ (6.18)
Here r  is a characteristic correlation time for the system; however in practice, 
A<Jo(t) is calculated by taking block averages of the form
dsao(r(s)) (6.19)
tif.
and computing the standard error among such block averages in the limit 
A t —> oo. It should be further noted, that prior to the time 0, the system 
has been allowed to equilibrate for 1 ps.
This run demonstrates that to reduce r.m.s. statistical errors to within 
1 GPa, for example, requires a run of length 3-4 ps. The r.m.s. error on 
any run may be inferred since this depends on the length of run as T -1/2.
Size effects
To test the effect of supercell size, I performed further 15 ps runs for 54, 96, 
128 and 150-atom supercells, again at 4000 K. The time-averaged values of 
cro are shown, with statistical error bars, in fig. 6 .6 . It can be seen that for 
a system of 96 atoms, the error due to size effects is within approximately 
0.6 GPa. The r.m.s. bear out the statistical mechanical result that A a  
should depend on the number of atoms as TV-1/2. It can be inferred from 
these results that for a 1.5 ps average, for example, Acto falls from 2  GPa 
for a 54-atom cell, to 1 GPa for a 150-atom cell.
It follows that in order to calculate 0 3 3  — a n  to a tolerance needed to 
determine the equilibrium axial ratio to within ±0.005, it suffices to perform 
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of 1 ps on 96 atoms.
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Figure 6 .6 : 15 ps time-averaged calculations of gq =  <733 — o\\ for a variety 
of cell sizes within the embedded-atom model.
A nharm onicity
As a test of my proposed method for comparing harmonic and molecular 
dynamics calculations, I calculate gq for a range of temperatures for V =
6.97 A3, c/a = 1.70. The deliberately large value of c/a is chosen to to 
provide a large value of gq. The observed variation of gq with temperature 
is very gradual in the embedded-atom model, so longer runs of 5 ps axe used. 
Cell sizes are converged within the limits described above.
Results of these calculations are shown in fig. 6.7. The computed values 
of gq clearly differ due to anharmonicity; the very important observation is 
that, in accordance with thermodynamic predictions, the harmonic results 
are tangential to the fully anharmonic md calculations at 0 K.
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Figure 6.7: Molecular dynamics (open circles) and harmonic (diamonds) 
calculations of cro = <733 — a n  for a 6.97 A3 cell in the embedded atom 
model, with c/a = 1.70. The dashed curve represents a second-order fit 
to the MD data, while the solid line is its tangent at 0 K. In agreement 
with thermodynamic theory, this coincides the harmonic calculations of the 
stress.
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6.5 Ab initio  m olecular dynam ics
A>point sam pling
Convergence tests for supercell size and length of run are taken wholly from 
the preceding embedded atom tests. The remaining consideration before 
performing my ab initio molecular dynamics simulations is that of fc-point 
convergence. Since fc-point sampling has a very profound effect on the com­
puter time required to perform electronic structure calculations, and given 
the relationship between fc-point sampling and size of simulation cell, I note 
that it may prove prudent to choose a cell containing more than 96 atoms, 
if I can then perform simulations with only one k point. If so, there is an 
additional speed-up, as the number of independent coefficients of the plane 
wave expansion is then halved.
To test ^-sampling, I calculate <733 — a n  for several disordered configura­
tions, selected at random from embedded-atom MD trajectories, both with 
T-point sampling, and with larger numbers of ^-points. The tests are per­
formed for a 96-atom system, with an atomic volume of 6.97 A3 and an axial 
ratio of 1.65. The molecular dynamics simulation from which the configura­
tions were drawn was performed at 5000 K. I took 4 snapshots at intervals 
of 0.2 ps. For this state point, <733 — a n , with T-point sampling is equal to 
7.0 ±  2.0 GPa. For a 2 x 2 x 2 /c-point grid, it is equal to 7.1 ±  2.6 GPa.
R esults for ao
Fig. 6 . 8  shows a large number of calculations of ao as a function of q = c/a , 
always at V = 6.97 A3, and these will be considered in turn. Firstly, the 
light curves show the harmonic computations of sec. 6.3.3, both at 4000 K 
(solid curve) and 5000 K (dashed curve) respectively. These are computed, 
as described in sec. 6.3.1, from the derivative (d F /d q )v , and the equilibrium 
axial ratio occurs for ao =  0 .
The heavy curves represent molecular dynamics results. These axe com-
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Figure 6 .8 : Comparison of ab initio M.D. (heavy curves) and harmonic 
(light) results for the stress 0 3 3  — crn . Solid lines are at 4000 K, dashed lines 
at 5000 K. The dotted line shows results for 150-atom molecular dynamics at 
4000 K. The diamond represents a 96-atom run including 3p states explicitly 
in the valence set. All calculations were performed for an atomic volume of 
6.97 A3.
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puted using T-point sampling. The solid and dashed lines again represent 
calculations at 4000 and 5000 K, and were performed using 96-atom cells. 
The error bars represent statistical error. Further computations at 4000 K 
using a 150-atom simulation cell are represented by the dotted line. The dia­
mond shows a 96-atom run at 4000 K, in which the 3p electrons are treated 
explicitly within the valance set (see sec. 5.3). One can see immediately 
that the < 1 GPa shift in ctq due to the zero-point energy of the lattice, as 
discussed in Sec. 6.3.3 will have a negligible effect on the equilibrium axial 
ratio.
The predicted values of c/a  arising from these computations are shown 
in fig. 6.4, along with my harmonic results, and the PIC calculations of 
Steinle-Neumann et al. [35].
6.6 D iscussion
The many results of this chapter require careful analysis. Firstly, I have 
demonstrated that in the embedded atom model, the derivative (dFh&rm/dq)v  
can be used to compute the harmonic component of the quantity <733 — a n , 
which agrees fully with molecular-dynamics simulations to first order in 
temperature, and that the anharmonic component of this stress can rise to 
around 2.5-6.0 GPa in the range 4000-5000 K.
If I assume that a similar behaviour for the anharmonic stress should 
be observed in my ab initio calculations, fig. 6 . 8  contains some surprises. 
Examining 96-atom MD calculations, represented by the solid and dashed 
heavy curves, at ca = 1.66, I see that the apparent anharmonicity at 4000 K 
is greater than that at 5000 K. That this anharmonicity is also much greater 
than that observed in the EAM, is not in itself a matter for concern. Concern 
about the apparently anomalous behaviour of the anharmonicity with tem­
perature, motivated the further (dotted line) 150-atom simulations. Taken 
together with the statistical errors bars on my MD results, I see that size ef­
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fects successfully account for the observed discrepancy. On the basis of these 
results, it follows that anharmonicity cannot shift the equilibrium value of 
c/a  by more than ~  0 .0 1 .
Our main results, then, are those of fig. 6.4, from which I draw the prin­
ciple conclusion, that the strong temperature dependence of c/a  predicted 
by Steinle-Neumann et al. [35] is not supported by rigorous MD and har­
monic calculations. These results are in turn strongly supported by the 
recent diffraction experiments of Ma et al. Even allowing for the significant 
error bars on their c/a  results, it seems clear that at 161 GPa, 2000 K, c/a  
is no bigger than around 1.61 at most. Our results would indicate a value 
of around 1.60 under these conditions.
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Chapter 7
ma gia volgeva il mio disio e ’1 
velle, si come rota ch’igualmente 
e mossa,
l’amor che move il sole e l’altre 
stelle.
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321)
E lasticity o f hep Fe
7.1 Introduction
In the last chapter I described calculations of the axial ratio of hep Fe 
as a function of volume and temperature at the conditions of the Earth’s 
inner core. Given this information, I may now proceed to compute the full 
elastic constant tensor Cijki, as a function of volume and temperature at the 
appropriate equilibrium axial ratio for that volume and temperature.
The methods I employ in this work are identical to those employed in the 
previous chapter, and only a brief description will be necessary. As before, 
the majority of my calculations are performed in the harmonic approxima­
tion, with fully anharmonic ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) used to 
check my results for certain values of volume and temperature.
The remaining, and significant decision in implementing these calcula­
tions, is the choice of axial ratio at which to evaluate Cijki- As seen in the 
previous chapter, anharmonicity may have some effect on the axial ratio; 
however this effect is not easily separable from system size effects and sta­
tistical error bars. Additionally I have found that this shift cannot be more 
than ~  0.01. I therefore perform all calculations of elastic constants at those 
values of cja  determined by harmonic theory.
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7.2 C alcu lating elastic properties
7 .2 .1  F rom  free en erg y
In chapter 4 I set out the following equation for the variation of energy with 
strain about a starting configuration under (generally non-isotropic) stress 
cr®0 , for symmetric strains:
W  -  W °
V° ~  2 Ca0crT£°‘P£aT 2<7a^  EacrZpcr) > (7-1)
where is the elastic constant tensor in the starting configuration. My
harmonic calculations are capable of giving us directly the free energy, but 
not the stress in a solid, so I must use the above equation to decide how to 
calculate the elastic constants.
As set out in chapter 4, hep Fe has five independent elastic constants 
cn , C 1 2 ,  C 1 3 ,  C 3 3  and c44, with a sixth given by cee = (cn -  c i 2 ) / 2 . To 
compute the elastic constants on the basis of energy, it is necessary to make 
five linearly independent deformations. I choose
( 7 . 2 )
(  8 0 0 ^ (  8 0 0  ^
0 0 0 , £ *  = 0 8 0
0 ° J 0 ° y
(  0 0 0 ^ ( 8 0 0  >
0 0 0 ■ £ D  = 0 0 0
V ° 0 S J V ° 0 * )
( 7 . 3 )
and
( \
\
0 0 0
0 0 8  • (7.4)
0 8 0 j
W ith these choices, I can compute the energy density as a function of 8  for
each strain. Here I assume that crfj =  a 2 2  7  ^ #3 3 , to allow for non-optimal
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choice of c/a  ratio; all other initial stress elements are zero. We obtain
W A( 6 ) - W °  O r ,  1 - c2 
I  • -------y 0   a n d +  2  11 ’
and
.D
W B(S) -  w °  
v ° — 2 (7 ^ 6  +  (cn  +  c\2  +  cr?i)^2 ,
W C(S) -  o ,  . 1 .  ,2
-------- y d   -  <?33d +  2 33 >
  =  ( CTi i  +  a33)  ^ +  2  [C u  +  2 c 13 +  C 33 +  C n  +  c t3 3 ](52
1  o  „  2
y o  —  2 '  4 4  ~  1 1  —  3 3 ) ^  •
(7.5)
Clearly then, one computes, and fits as a polynomial function of 6 , (W (8 ) — 
W °)/V ° . From strain A, one computes cr^ and c\\. Using these, one can 
compute from strain B  c\ 2 . Strain C  gives C 3 3  and < 7 3 3 ,  and using all these 
results, strain D  gives C 1 3 .  Finally, strain E  gives C 4 4 .
7 .2 .2  F rom  th e  s tress  te n so r
The stress tensor produces the elastic constants much more directly, requir­
ing only two linearly independent strains of the crystal. These are given 
by
and
e 0 0
0 0 e/2
^ 0 e/2 0 )
I  0  0  0  ^
0 0 0 
0 0 e
(7.6)
/
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These strains are performed for e = ± 8  for some small 6 , with the result
an (£ ) -  aii(-<J) =  2 c°n 8  ,
&2 2 (S) ~ V2 2 (-S ) = 2 c° 2 6  , 
(7.7)
<733(<S) ~  <733(-<S) =  2C%6 , 
and cr2 3 (S) -  cr2 3 ( - 6 ) = 2c\A5
for ex , and
^ 3 3 (6 ) -  <J3 3 (-S ) = 2c% 6  (7.8)
for gz .
7 .2 .3  A to m ic  r e la x a tio n
A consideration which arises in my perfect-lattice and harmonic calculations, 
but not in my AIMD calculations, is that of the relaxation of atomic degrees 
of freedom within a cell. As the strains eA, eB, eD and eE are applied, the 
symmetry of the primitive cell is broken, meaning that the positions of 
certain atoms cannot be known, except by direct atomistic minimization.
In order to compute the force constant matrix in harmonic systems, we 
require that displacements be made about some equilibrium atomic position, 
where no net forces act on the atoms. Therefore I shall use the following 
method to compute energies for elastic constants:
1. For a given V , T, choose the correct value of c/a  on the basis of the 
harmonic calculations of Ch. 6 .
2. For each of the matrices g
(a) for —0 . 0 2  < S < 0 . 0 2  in steps of 0.008
(b) for eA, eD or £E, relax the atomic positions by minimizing the 
free energy of the static, strained lattice, then
(c) compute free energy of the static lattice ,
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(d) construct supercell, and compute u  as before by means of small 
displacements.
Because perfect-lattice calculations on a two-atom cell are relatively inexpen­
sive when contrasted with harmonic calculations, there is no significant diffi­
culty in bringing these atomistic relaxations to a high degree of convergence, 
and I choose the extremely precise convergence criterion of 10- 6  eV/cell.
7.3 E m bedded-atom  constants
Using the smoothed embedded-atom potential of the previous chapter, it is 
relatively inexpensive to perform tests of size convergence, and to examine 
the effects of anharmonicity, on elastic constants, both in the harmonic 
limit, and using molecular dynamics. For this reason, my first calculations 
of elastic constants were performed using the embedded-atom potential, and 
these I describe first. These calculations were performed for the single atomic 
volume of 6.97 A3.
7 .3 .1  H a rm o n ic  co n sta n ts
Firstly, for a two atom cell, the various strains eA to eE are applied for values 
of S from -0.021 to 0.021 in steps of 0.003. For the strains sA, eD and eEt 
the positions of the atoms are relaxed, and their final positions retained. By 
computing the total energy, I am able to calculate elastic constants at zero 
temperature using the expressions (7.5). Using a fourth-order polynomial 
fit to the energy gives the values c\\ =  1859.8 GPa, c \ 2  =  1473.8 GPa, C33  =  
2066.0 GPa, c l 3  = 1278.8 GPa, c4 4 =  196.46 GPa and c6 6  =  192.99 GPa.
Next, supercells are built to perform harmonic calculations. For each 
strain and value of delta, the final positions of the atoms are taken to build 
the supercell. Supercells were constructed containing 36, 54, 96, 128 and 
150 atoms. For each of these supercells, u  was computed as previously
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Figure 7.1: Elastic constants as a function of cell size in the harmonic ap­
proximation. Solid line cn , dotted line C 1 2 ,  dashed line C 3 3 ,  dot-dashed line 
C 3 3 ,  dot-dot-dashed line C 4 4 ,  dash-dash-dotted line C 4 4 .
described, by performing small displacements on one of the atoms and com­
puting the force-constant matrix s,v. Since strains eA, eD and eE break 
the symmetry of the h.c.p. lattice, it is necessary in these cases to make 
three, rather than two separate atomic displacements.
Shown in Fig. 7.1 are the harmonic elastic constants at 6000 K for dif­
ferent sizes of cell. It is clear that the 54-atom cell shows the convergence I 
require.
7 .3 .2  M olecu la r  d y n a m ics  co n sta n ts
I now turn to molecular dynamics calculations of the elastic constants, and 
zero-temperature calculations based on the stress. For the zero temperature 
calculations, I perform the strains ex  and ez , in the first case relaxing the 
atomic positions. This is done for the same values of J as for the harmonic
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constants. I perform a third-order polynomial fit of the stress components, 
and extract the elastic constants. This gives the values cn = 1859.9 GPa, 
C1 2  = 1473.9 GPa, c3 3  =  2066.0 GPa, c1 3  = 1278.8 GPa, c44 =  196.42 GPa 
and C6 6  =  193.00 GPa. These values are essentially identical to those com­
puted from the energy. The minuscule difference is due simply to the toler­
ance of the fitting algorithm.
Molecular dynamics calculations are a simpler matter to perform than 
my harmonic calculations, if substantially more expensive. For each matrix 
ex  and ez , and for e =  ±0.02, I perform 2.5 ps simulation runs at tem­
peratures of 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 K. The first ps of each run 
is discarded to allow for equilibration, and then the remaining 1.5 ps are 
averaged to compute the stresses. W ith this value of e and length of run, 
Fig. 6.5 tells us that for a 4000 K, 96-atom simulation cell c\\ and c3 3 will 
be accurate to within around 25 GPa. On this basis, the anisotropy c33 — cn 
would be correct to within 35 GPa.
Fig. 7.2 shows molecular-dynamics calculations of elastic constants for 
54, 96, 128 and 150-atom simulation cells. It is clear that convergence well 
within the statistical error is obtained for a 96-atom cell. Here I have used 
particularly long (5 ps) runs, to separate statistical errors from the rela­
tively small size effects. Statistical errors in this instance are well under 
10 GPa. Fig. 7.3 shows, for a 150-atom simulation cell, molecular dynamics 
constants as a function of temperature, along with harmonic elastic con­
stants. I observe, that the linear temperature dependence of the harmonic 
elastic constants constants agrees very well with the molecular dynamics 
constants. Anharmonicity is too small to be observed in this system.
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Figure 7.2: Elastic constants from embedded-atom molecular dynamics sim­
ulation as a function of supercell size. Elastic constants are represented as 
follows, cn : solid line and circle; C\2 ‘- dotted line and square; C 3 3 :  dashed 
line and diamond; C 1 3 :  dash-dot line and diamond; C 4 4 :  dot-dot-dash line 
and cross; c q dot-dash-dash line and star.
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Figure 7.3: Harmonic and molecular-dynamics elastic constants as a func­
tion of tem perature in the embedded-atom model. Elastic constants are 
represented as per Fig. 7.2
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7.4 Ab in itio  elastic  constants o f the perfect lat­
tice .
As discussed above, I wish in this work to calculate elastic constants to 
within around 1%, which I hope will give us the anisotropy measure C 3 3  — c\\ 
to within around 15%, based on the zero-temperature calculations of [84]. 
This requires convergence of non-cancelling errors in the stress with respect 
to both fc-point sampling and plane-wave cutoff to around 1-2 GPa. This 
places similar constraints on the errors to those encountered in the previous 
chapter, so I adopt the same Appoint sampling in the perfect lattice as for 
these previous calculations.
Perfect lattice calculations of free energy were performed at atomic vol­
umes of 6.97, 7.50 and 8.67 A3; for electronic temperatures of 2 0 0 0 , 4000 
and 6000 K; and for 8  = -0.020, -0.012, -0.004, 0.004, 0.012 and 0.020 for 
each of the deformation matrices gA, gB, gc , and gE. Additionally, per­
fect lattice calculations of strain were performed at the same volumes and 
temperatures, and additionally at 1000, 3000 and 5000 K, for 8  = —0.020, 
-0.010, 0.010 and 0.020. The calculations of stress will be used to find the 
elastic constants in the limit of zero temperature. The calculations of energy 
can be used to test the relations of the previous section.
I will compare perfect-lattice elastic constants derived from free energy 
and from stress at 6.97 A3 and 6000 K. Fig. 7.4 shows the energy density 
A W ( 8 ) /V Q in GPa. The axial ratio is relaxed within the harmonic limit 
at that temperature, and internal degrees of freedom have been relaxed to 
within 1 0 ~ 6  eV A -3 for each <5. Fitting polynomials through these data
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Figure 7.4: Energy density W (£)/V °  in GPa as a function of S for each of 
the strain matrices eA (solid line, yields cn), eB (dotted line, yields C1 2 ), sc  
(dashed line, yields C 3 3 ) ,  eD (dot-dashed line, yields C 1 3 )  and eE (double­
dot-dashed line, yields C 4 4 ) .
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* 1 1  =
*33 —
C11 =  
Cl2 =  
C33 =  
Cl3 =
1 d W M
38
1 3W
v ° 38
1 3 2 W A
382
1 3 2 W B
2V° 382
1 3 2 W C
=  287.1 GPa ,
=  273.8 GPa ,
=  2020 GPa ,
-  cn  +  crfj =  1053 GPa , (7.9)
V° 382 =  2095 GPa ,
and
1 
2 
1
C4 4  =  7  4
1 3 2 W D 
V° 382
1 p
2
nC11 c33 1 CTgg
= 370.0 GPa
783.1 GPa
y °  382
If, by comparison, I compute the stress components in the same (atomisti- 
cally relaxed) configurations (fig. 7.5) I find
cn  =  =  1912 ,
0 8
da™
C l2  =  = 1071 ,
da™
=  - 5 ?  =  2 0 6 7  - 
0 0
da™Cl3 =  _ J 3  =  8 9 7 ,
C44 = =  380 .
OO
(7.10)
Finally, 7.6 compares these calculations as a function of electronic temper­
ature at 6.97 A 3 .
7.5 H arm onic calculations
My chosen constraints on errors, are, as already stated, similar to those in 
the preceding chapter. Additionally, my calculations with the embedded- 
atom potential demonstrate that a 54-atom supercell geometry provides 
convergence of the elastic constants to well within my target error. I adopt
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Figure 7.5: Stress components crQp(S) — a a^(0). The solid, dotted, dot- 
dashed and double-dot-dashed lines represent, for the deformation ex , stress 
components crn, o \2 , cr3 3  and 0 4 4  respectively. The dot-dashed line repre­
sents a 3 3  under the deformation s z .
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Figure 7.6: Perfect-lattice elastic constants as a function of electronic tem­
perature. Symbols represent free-energy calculations, while lines show cal­
culations based on the stress. Constants are represented as in Fig. 7.2.
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therefore, for these harmonic calculations, a 54-atom supercell with a 3 x 3 x 2 
Monkhorst-Pack fc-point grid, as used in the previous chapter.
For V° =  6.97 and 8.69 A3, and for Tei =  2 0 0 0 , 4000 and 6000 K, and for 
6  = -0.021, -0.015 -0.009 -0.003 0.003 0.009 0.015 and 0.021, I computed 
Gj for each of the strain matrices, just as I did with the embedded-atom 
potential. Equations (7.5) and (3.40) then give a harmonic contribution for 
gA, for example, of
c ? fm =  3fcBT ^ l n a ; ,  (7.11)
and similarly for the other elastic constants, which can be added to the 
perfect lattice values to give elastic constants in the harmonic limit.
My harmonic values of elastic constants will be plotted, along with my 
molecular dynamics results in the next section.
7.6 Ab in itio  m olecular dynam ics
7.6 .1  T ech n ica l co n s id era tio n s
Calculations using the embedded atom potential discussed in Sec. 7.3.2, 
demonstrate that a 96-atom MD simulation cell is large enough to reduce 
supercell-size errors to within my target convergence. However, following 
the results for fc-point sampling as discussed in Ch. 6 , and on the effect of 
using a 150-atom cell as shown in Fig. 6 .8 , I employ here a 150-atom cell 
with T-point sampling for my ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
As for the corresponding embedded-atom results, calculations are per­
formed under the strains ex and ez , for 6  = —0.02, -0.01, 0.01 and 0.02. As 
described in Ch. 6 , this is done by pre-equilibrating for 1 ps using the embed­
ded atom potential. Average values and variances of the elastic constants 
are computed over the runs; errors are then computed using the method of 
block averages (see Ch. 6 ).
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Figure 7.7: Elastic constants of hep Fe from harmonic (lines) and AIMD 
(symbols with error bars) calculations. Lines extending to 5000 K are at 
6.97 A3. Lines extending to 2500 K are at 8.67 A3. Corresponding MD 
simulations are at the save volumes. The constants are represented as follows 
at both volumes as in Fig. 7.2.
7 .6 .2  R e su lts
Computed elastic constants based on 1 ps molecular dynamics trajectories 
are shown in Fig. 7.7, along with harmonic calculations. The most imme­
diate observation is that at inner core conditions of 6.97 A3, there is no 
intersection of c\\ and C3 3  up to temperatures close to the melting point. 
Using the Christoffel equation for h.c.p. symmetry, (4.32), I find that for 
compressional waves travelling parallel to the hexagonal axis, puf =  C3 3 , 
whereas for those travelling perpendicular to the hexagonal axis, pv\ = c\\. 
Therefore the seismic anisotropy resulting from a complete alignment of
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hexagonal crystalline axes with the Earths rotational axis would be
A =  ~ 3  ~  Vl =  . / ^  -  1 =  3.1% (7.12)
v\ V cn
in agreement with seismic observations.
The Voigt scheme for polycrystalline averages (Ch. 4) gives us for the
isothermal bulk modulus K t  =  1250 GPa, and for the shear modulus /z =
295 ±  33 GPa. Using the results of [34], I have from (3.27)
K s  = K t (1 +  cn'yT)
= (1250 G Pa)(l +  1 . 1  x 10- 5 x 1.43 x 5000) (7.13)
=  1350 ±  38 GPa .
This yields for Poisson’s ratio
SK  — 2/z 
2(3K  +  /z)
7.7 D iscu ssion
. =  0.40 ±0.01 (7.14)
These results support the hypothesis that the softening of C33 and corre­
sponding hardening of c\\ observed by Steinle-Neumann et al. [35] arises 
directly from their observation of a c/a  ratio which increases rapidly with 
tem perature. Indeed, at high atomic volumes (V  = 8.67 A3), where c/a  does 
indeed rise rapidly with temperature, I do observe the high-temperature in­
tersection of C \ \  and C 3 3 .  However this does not occur at the atomic volumes 
associated with the inner core, where I find consistently that C 3 3  >  C n .
Instead, I observe that the velocity U3 along the hexagonal axis of the hep 
lattice is about 3.1 % greater than v\ at 6.97 A3, irrespective of temperature, 
and hence that the zero-temperature interpretation of [84], that hep must 
be ordered in the inner core with its hexagonal axes along the Earth’s polar 
axis, is found to hold at all temperatures
I have also found that the value of Poisson’s ratio for hep Fe at inner- 
core conditions is somewhat smaller than that of the inner core. This could
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arise from the presence of light impurities in the core, or if the phase of Fe 
in the inner core were b.c.c., which recent studies [85] indicate to be a very 
possible candidate. This remains an open question.
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Chapter 8
D iscussion and Conclusions
8.1 P rincipal resu lts
The E arth ’s inner core consists of solid iron alloyed with a number of lighter 
elements. This solid is in an uncertain crystalline phase — likely h.c.p. 
— which exhibits elastic anisotropy such that compressional body waves 
traversing the inner core travel some 3-4 % more quickly along the polar 
axis than in the equitorial plane. I have used ab initio molecular dynam­
ics and harmonic theory, to investigate the elastic properties of hep iron 
at core conditions, and examine the implications of the properties for our 
understanding of inner-core anisotropy.
First, I have examined the particle-in-cell (PIC) approximation, which 
has been used in all previous determinations of the high-temperature elas­
ticity of hep iron. Here I discovered that the PIC model did an excellent job 
of describing those properties of iron which were well-described in harmonic 
theory, and I discovered that this was due to the uniform scaling of the 
phonon modes of hep iron with atomic volume (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [34]), such 
that those particular modes which are calculated in the harmonic approx­
imation to PIC, give the same thermodynamics as full-spectrum harmonic 
calculations. By contrast, however I discovered that PIC had no capability
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to calculate anharmonic free energies, and therefore offered no real advan­
tage over full-spectrum harmonic calculations.
During my analysis of the PIC model, I discovered that the observation 
of Steinle-Neumann et al. [35] of a strong temperature dependence of the 
hep axial ratio c/a  was not observed in my PIC calculations. The cause of 
this discrepancy, however, remained unclear, and so I undertook to perform 
rigorous ab initio molecular dynamics and harmonic calculations of c/a. I 
discovered tha t at an atomic volume of 6.97 A3, similar to that in the inner 
core, c /a  never exceeds approximately 1.62 at the melting point, in stark 
contrast with the predictions of [35]. I also found that my results were in 
excellent agreement with new experimental data [79].
Using these new values for c/a, I were able at last to perform accurate ab 
initio molecular dynamics and harmonic calculations of the elastic constants 
of hep Fe at inner-core conditions. I found, as suggested by [35], a strong 
correspondence between an increasing c/a, and a softening of the C3 3  elastic 
constant, and corresponding hardening of cn . Most significantly, however,
I discovered tha t the C 3 3  is greater than cn  for all temperatures up to the 
melting point at inner-core density, and the resultant conclusion that the 
compressional wave velocity is always greater along the hexagonal axis of 
the hep lattice.
8.2 G eophysical im plications
The principal geophysical implications of this work are twofold. Firstly, that 
an inner core composed of hep iron must consist entirely of crystallites whose 
hexagonal axes are completely aligned along the E arth’s polar axis. This is 
exactly the zero-temperature interpretation of elastic anisotropy reached by
[84]; however I have demonstrated it for all temperatures up to the melting 
point of Fe.
The second implication of this work arises from the observation that
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Poisson’s ratio for hep Fe at inner-core temperature and pressure is lower 
than tha t of the inner core. I compute this value to be 0.40 ±0.01, compared 
with a known value of 0.44 for the inner-core. This implies only, however, 
tha t the inner core cannot consist of pure hep Fe, as is already known from 
the E arth ’s density profile.
8.3 D irection s for further research
There axe an immeasurable host of directions for ab initio simulation work 
in the E arth ’s core, and this will only increase as more techniques become 
available. It is believed by some that oxygen in the E arth ’s core will react 
to form FeO, but this question will only be answered when ab initio cal­
culations can be performed on FeO. This is challenging, as it is a strongly 
correlated system, and not susceptible to treatment with DFT. It may be 
hoped that ongoing developments in diffusion Monte Carlo will allow further 
development of this field.
In respect of the seismic anisotropy of the inner core, however, the most 
im portant next directions will be twofold. Firstly, an understanding of the 
elasticity of bcc Fe is vitally needed. If the Poisson’s ratio of bcc Fe turns 
out to match that of the inner core better than does hep it is possible that 
the m atter of the crystal structure of the inner core may be settled. The 
elasticity of bcc Fe is the subject of ongoing research by Lidunka Vocadlo, 
and these results will be of great importance to the field.
Finally, the effects of light-element alloying on the elasticity of Fe must 
be studied as the presence of such light impurities in known to reduce the 
melting point of Fe, and could very easily affect the value of Poisson’s ratio.
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